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En Our 100th Year

15c Per Copy

For 1980 General Assembly

Guy To Replace
Walston As Co.
Road Supervisor

Spending, Tax
Limit Bill Prefiled
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The first
bill to limit taxes and state spending
has been prefiled for the 1980 General
Assembly.
And Sen. Eugene Stuart, the bill's
sponsor, indicated Friday that public
opinion could persuade the Legislature
to put the matter on the 1981 ballot.

•
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The bill took the form of a constitutional amendment to link state
taxes to personal income. Stuart, RLouisville, said "it is the best peopleoriented piece of legislation I've seen in
15 years" in the General
my
Assembly.
Stuart prefiled a 24-page bill which
sets out how government spending and
taxes would be limited.
Among the major points:
-State taxation and spending would
be restricted to 12 percent of the total
personal income in Kentucky, Stuart
said it now has reached 11.6 percent.
-If total state revenue exceeded the
12 percent limit, the extra money would
be returned to taxpayers in the form of
income-tax credits.
-- As property values increase
because of inflation, rate adjustments
would be made. "Very simply, this
would be a rollback law," Stuart said.
-Voter approval would be required
for any increase in local government
taxes beyond currently authorized
levels. This already is true to some

extent under legislation passed during
the 1979 special session.
-Any state-mandated program to
local governments would have to be
paid for by the state, and no state
support to local comm
ns,7euties would be
reduced below curre levels.
-A two-thirds vote of the Legislature
would be necessary if a governor
sought to exceed tax limits.
-All future bonded indebtedness
would have to be approved by voters in
a referendum, and the state would have
to report regularly and account for all
such debts.
-Expenditure of unappropriated
funds in Kentucky's two-year budget
would be prohibited.
"To sum this up in one sentence,"
Stuart said,"we're trying to tie taxes to
the ability of the taxpayer to pay. This
would put control of taxation back in•
the hands of the people."
The legislator said that the main
problem for eventual passage of such
an amendment is "to get the people to
understand."
tie said he has talked with colleagues
about his proposal, the first of its kind
to be prefiled, but not to the gubernatorial nominees "because I don't
want to get this mixed into politics."
Both Democrat John Y. Brown Jr.
and Republican Louie Nunn have indicated they would favor some plan to
put a lid on state spending and
government growth.

Hanneford Circus To
Perform Wednesday
The touring Royal Hanneford Circus,
featuring one of America's foremast
female wild tiger trainers, will present
two performances Wednesday, Oct. 3,
in the West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center at Murray State
University.
The circus, making its annual tour
which will take it coast to coast to more
than 100 cities and covering 30,000
miles, will present performances at
4:30 and 8 p.m.
The featured trainer is Princess
Tajana, as she is known in the center
ring when she appears with her cage
full of royal Bengal and Siberian tigers.
In private life, she is the wife of Tommy
Hanneford, heir-apparent of a family
famous for more than 350 years in the
tradition of the circus world.
Also performing in the three rings
will be performing elephants, horses,
aerialists and clowns.
The Hanneford Circus performs
exclusively indoors in sports arenas,
rinks, auditoriums, fieldhouses and
gymnasiums, and is completely selfcontained, including sound and
lighting.
Among the performers will be Mrs.

Katherine Hanneford, who at 89 years
of age is a veteran of more than 55
years in the circus ring.
Today, she still leads the life of a
trouper with her son's circus, stepping
into the ring to keep horses galloping at
the crack of her whip at each performance.
Eighty-one years younger and also
performing will be her grand-daughter,
Nellie Hanneford. The youngster
performs in the bareback riding act,
the elephant act and works solo with
her own pony "Midnight."
Keeping it all moving will be the
show's "Million Dollar RingmasterAnnouncer," Senor Rai, known
throughout the circus ,warld for his
glittering costumes.
He not only designs and makes his
own costumes, but boasts of some 50
different ringmaster jackets, some
weighing as much as 70 pounds because
of their shirrunering stone. Rai also
designs most of the costumes used in
the show.
Tickets for both performances are
$4.00 for adults. $2.00 for children from
six to 12 years of age with children
under six being admitted free.
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GETTING SOME GOOD ADVICE
discusses a class assignment with Dr.
Department of Industrial Arts Educa
State University works on a parts
damentals class, a course within
Education.

Piggott (leftL of Murray
n bather, professor in the
a sophomore at Murray
.chnical drawing fund of Industrial Arts
4116.

Carroll Guy was named Calloway
County Road Department supervisor
effective Monday, Oct. 1 during an
executive session in a special meeting
Friday of the Calloway County Fiscal
,Court. The action came after a
recommendation from County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller to install
Guy as county road supervisor.
Guy replaces Rob Walston. Miller
said Walston will remain as an employee for the road department.
The recommendation also stated that
Guy's salary would be set at $17,500, to
be paid in salary and expenses.
When asked whether or not the fiscal
court had fired Walston as county road
supervisor, Miller said "No, Walston
still has a job with the county road
department and he has indicated to me
he plans to continue with the department."
"Starting Oct. 1 Kelly Guy will be the
road supervisor and as of today Rob
Walston is no longer road supervisor,"
Judge Miller said following the
meeting.
Miller again was asked if Walston
had been fired or if his position as road
supervisor had been terminated and
Miller replied,"You can say it any way
you want."
Miller indicated that there was "no
problem" wit) Walston but that the
fiscal court wanted to make the change
in the county road department.
WaLston declined to comment on the
matter.
In regard to the Murray Common

Energy Con4ervation Seminars
Slated To Worm Area Persons
Four seminars have been scheduled
during October to inform West Kentuckians of energy conservation
measures available to them to help
reduce energy consumption and costs
in the home.
Coordinated by Murray State
University and Paducah Community
College as member institutions of a
consortium of 17 regional universities
and community colleges, the West
Kentucky seminars will be held on the
Murray and PCC campuses and in
Mayfield and Eddyville.
The first, planned for residents, of
.Ballard and McCracken County, is
scheduled for 7 p.m. Monday, Oct. 8, in
Room 112 of Waller Hall on the Paducah
Community College campus.
The second,for residents of Marshall
and Calloway Counties, will be held at 7
p.m. Tuesday,Oct. 9, in Room 240 of the
Special Education Building on the
Murray State campus.
The Mayfield and EddyvWe seminars
will be held on the same date, Thursday: Oct. 11, beginning at 7 p.m. The
Mayfield meeting, for residents of

Graves, Fulton, Hickman and Carlisle
Counties, will be held in the West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corp.. offices on West Broadway.
The Eddyville seminar, for residents
of Livingston, Lyon and Crittenden
Counties, will be held in the Lyon
County Elementary School.
Conducting the Murray and Mayfield
seminars will be James Weatherly,
chairman of the Department of
Engineering Technology at Murray
State, while Dr. Neil Adams, an
assistant professor of physics at PCC,
will conduct the ones in Paducah and
Eddyville.
Supported by a Kentucky Department of Energy grant, the seminar
series is made -possible through the
Kentucky Energy Conservation Plan. It
is designed to provide proven energy
conservation techniques that may be
applied to existing homes, offices or
other businesses:
The discussions wilt include such
topics as infiltration, heat loss, analysis
of utility bills, insulation options, wood
burning stoves, fireplace conversion,

loan potential and tax credits for
energy conservation measures.
According to Stan Key, who is
coordinating the Murray State participation from the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education on
the campus, everyone who attends one
of the seminars will receive a free
package of conservation materials.
Included will be information on
energy saving tips in and around the
hon.:, dollar savings through home
insulation, heat pumps, wood burning
stoves and other possible home energy
conservation methods.
Additional information on the
seminars, which should be of particular
interest to home owners, renters, small
businesses, builders, real estate
professionals, home remodelers and
loan and mortgage lenders, may be
obtained by contacting either Key's
office in Sparks Hall at Murray State,
phone(502)762-2716, or Larry Dowdy at
Paducah Community College and
whose telephone umber is (502)
6131.

Council's offer to supply up to a $30,000
subsidy toward the operation of a
hospital ambulance service, the court
members approved a recommendation
from Miller to advise the hospital board
that the fiscal court would join in the
subsidy to the hospital up to $45,000
1which amount constitutes the present
arrangement between the county and
city on a 60-40 basis.
The city and county currently are
sufasidizing the service $90,000 per year.
The county is paying $54,000 while the
city is providing $36,000.
Angels of Mercy of Paducah, a
private firm, currently has the citycounty contract However, their contract expires Jan. 1, 1980.
During the Aug. 16 meeting of the
hospital board, Jim Garrison, a board
member, said unoffical figures of a
report on the service revealed that it
(the ambulance service may have to
be subsidized up to $120,000.
The report also said the service
makes an estimated 1,000 calls per
year. Figures showed that one run costs
around $150 and service charges are
$38-$39, depending on the vicinity of the
city nr county.
Court members also approved a
motion for a five percent salary increase to county road employees. The
five percent increase will apply to
wages set by the court effective July 1.
1978. The present increase will be effective Oct. 1.
Some discussion was given to the
need of additional office space in the
courthouse, however, no action was
taken.
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mostly
sunny
Mostly sunny today. Highs 75 to
80. Clear to partly cloudy tonight
and Sunday. Lows tonight in the.
mid 50s to around 60. Highs
Sunday 75 to 80.
Winds light and Variable today
and tonight.
Extended forecast
Monday through Wednesday .)ry with mild days and cool
aights.

Study By Mathis Shows Economic Gains

West Kentuc
Western Kentucky will gain
significant economic benefits from the
construction of the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway and Interstate
Highway No. 24, according to a study by
Dr. Gilbert Mathis of Murray State
University. The study was jointly
funded by the Kentucky Development
Cabinet and this Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Development Authority.
The study was financed by these two
agencies to help identify the impact of
the waterway and interstate highway
on the future growth of the 17 counties
that make up the Purchase and Pennyrile Area Development Districts. In
conducting the study, Dr. Mathis also
analyzed regional employment and
income patterns, identified strengths
and weaknesses of the individual
counties' abilities to achieve further
growth, and prepared investment
strategies for these counties to help
them grow
While the population of Western
Kentucky has grown at a rate faster
than the Commonwealth as a whole
since 1970, increases in personal income have lagged slightly behind the
rest. of the state. The TennesseeTombigbee and Interstate 24 in con-

junction with implementation of the
investment strategies formulated in the
Mathis study are expected to induce
significant growth in this 17-county
region by 1990.
The construction of these , two
projects, alone, are expected to
generate nearly $60 million of additional revenues for Western Kentucky. More importantly, economic
growth, such as industrial development
and tourism, induced by these two
efficient transportation modes is expected to result in about $127 million of
additional revenues by 1990.
The Tenn-Tom, when completed in
the early to mid 1980's, will provide
Western Kentucky with an alternative
water route to the Gulf of Mexico. It will
provide a connecting link between the
Tennessee River and an existing 16,000
miles of inland waterway system with
the Port of Mobile and other eastern
Gulf Ports via the existing Black
WarriwiTombigbee River system in
Alabaitgal By using the Tenn-Tom,
barge shipments to or from Western
Kentucky will be able to save about 400
miles to eastern Gulf Ports, such as
Mobile. The project is now ablaut onethird complete.

To Benefit From Tenn-Tom
According to the study, the waterway
will generate about $12.6 million annually in additional revenues through
1985 for Western Kentucky, mainly
from wages to workers of the area
employed by the construction of the
project. The annual injection of
revenues into the 17 counties studied
resulting from the waterway after
construction is completed was
estimated at about $38 million by the
year 1990. These additional revenues
result from several factors., Coal
production in Western Kentucky is
expected to increase because of the
cheap barge transportation and additional , markets provided by the
waterway. More river-oriented
business activities will be generated by
the new waterway such as fleeting
services for barges, towboat repairs
and fuel and supply sales. Additional
grain production by area farmers will
occur due to better export trade opportunities. The study also forecasts
additional manufacturing induced by
the more efficient transportation
facilities of Tenn-Tom and 't.eis
markets, both domestic and foreign,
will be available_ to local industrie,s.
when the waterway is completed.

In commenting on the study, Z. Enix
of Murray, a Kentucky member of the
Tenn-Tom Development Authority
stated, "I am very pleased with the
findings of the study. It confirms what
we have always suspected that the
Tenn-Tom will be of great economic
benefit to our state. However, we must
begin now to prepare ourselves to take
advantage of the development opportunities offered by completion of the
waterway and Interstate 24. Our state
planning agencies and the two area
development districts have done an
outstanding job helping our area plan
for growth. Their roles will become
even more important in the future if we
are to properly address those constraints identified in this study that now
exist in our counties for achieving
future growth."
Interstate 24 is currently under
construction in Western Kentucky and
is scheduled for completion next year.
The highway will provide a vital link
midwestern
between
and
the
southeastern sections of the United
States. Over $250 million will be spent in
the construction of the highway in the
state, resulting in nearly $46.6 million
each year through- 1980 in additional •

revenues, mainly construction and
related wages.
Completion of the highway is expected to provide a significant boost to
both tourism and manufacturing in the
area. Improved highway transportation will make Western Kentucky's excellent tourist and recreation
attractions more accessible to out-ofstate travelers, resulting in an additional $23.6 million in annual
revenues to the region's economy,
according to the study. The impact of
increased manufacturing and servicetype activities created by the new highway is estimated at nearly $65 million
each year. The study points out nearly
50 percent of the nation's population is
within 500 miles of Western Kentucky,
which offers unlimited market opportunities if modern surface transportation facilities are available, such
as Interstate 24.
In developing the investment
strategies for the 17 individual counties,
Dr. Mathis personally interviewed the
county judge executive, the mayor of
the county seat or major city, andsa
leading banker in each county.. Dr.
Mathis' study identifies both the
comparative advantages its well ps the

limiting factors faced by the counties in
achieving future economic growth.
While the constraints confronted by
the counties varied among the 17
counties, there were some widely
mentioned factors that, if not addressed, may limit growth. These are
development of more functional industrial parks, improvement of
secondary roads, expansion and improvement of water supply and sewer
systems, additional primary roads, and
improved solid waste disposal systems.
Other activities mentioned with areawide scope included additional parks
and recreational facilities, port
development and development of
alternative energy sources, including a
coal gasification plant.
Copies of the study are now being
printed by the Kentucky Development
Cabinet and will be available to the
public at offices of the Purchase Area
Development District in Mayfield and
the Pennyrile Area Development
District in Hopkinsville. In, .the
meantime, more detailed information
on the results of the study may be obtained from Dr. Gilbert Mathis,
Professor of Economics at Murray
State
at Murray, Kentucky.
. University
.

Welcome,Parents Of Murray State Students
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Events For Community Calendar

Your Individual
Horoscope

Saturday.Sept.21

FOR SUNDAY.SEPTEMBER 30.
SCORPIO
mNY.etri—
10ct. 23 to Nov. 211 '
Talks with old friends are
rewarding. Don't be careless
with possessions or you could
misplace something of value.
Be alert.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) iicr
Don't get " lost while
traveling. Superiors may have
good financial advice. Stick to
issues and avoid rambling and
idle talk.

ARIES
0_4
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Watch out for friends who
waste your time. A sense of
duty serves you well in furthering career interests.
Others seem too carefree.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) b°a-I,'
Career plans seem vague
and need furthe; work. Make
sure children attend to school
work. The accent is on
parental responsibility.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 201 aare:1;
Talks about travel 'may be
inconclusive. Clarify objectives. Home improvement
projects are favored. Elders
are wing to help out.

CAPRICORN
lit
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) •••
You should be pleased about
a distant matter. Be careful
with valuables. Protect self
from theft and con artists.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're impressionable and
ealk influenced by others
now., Enjoy social life, but
don't be gullible. Others are
prone to exaggerate.
PISCES
iFeb. 19 to Mar. 20 "'712 Fulfill social obligation and
then find a quiet spot to be
alone with your thoughts.
Don't imagine things though
re a career venture.

"
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Serious talks with close ones
are favored, but there may be
some confusion as to how to
spend joint assets. Mull things
over.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22) U6W'A
Make plans that further
finarraal security. A partner
may have a blind spot re a
particular child. Vague
currents affect romance.

YOU BORN TODAY have a
natural affinity for the written
and spoken word. Teaching,
writing, acting, and entertaining come natural to
you. You love an audience, but
at times can be lazy or inclined to scatter your
energies. In business, advertising, publishing, and
brokerage, you could make
goo'd use of—your selling
ability. Law and medicine are
other fields in which you'll
find happiness. Inclined to
self-righteousness and fixed
opinions, you need to loosen up
for your best success. Birthdate of: Johnny Mathis,
singer; Deborah Kerr, actress; and Truman Capote,
author.

VIRGO
flys taN,
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Don't tackle do-it-yourself
projects around the house
unless you know what you're
doing. Otherwise, you could
make a mess of things.
LIBRA
—a
, t'a
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22).1L
You're a bit too eager in a
romantic situation. One who
piques your interest may
already be involved. All's
quiet on the home front.

•

•

ROMAN'
POLANSKI'S

•

FORBIDDEN DREAMS
7:15 +10:15 Fri.,Sat.
BOTTOMS UP 9:00

THE EROTIC
FANTASIES OF
THE WORLD'S
MOST NOTORIOUS
DIRECTOR

RiRE3TIIICTED43,

(Bottoms

(Or The Sensuous Spy)

CAPP I

Dustin Hoffman Vanessa Rectgrave
A fictional solution
to the real mystery
of Agatha Christic',
disappearani:e.

PI;
1
.4 LATE SNOW FRI. II SAT. 11:40 MO ENTERTAINMENT
II or Over Only
7 15, 9.20 Nitely
+11:20Fn &Sat
ii„t
;As
ej
ur)

.E4C"

WhCe,
NATIOTIUti.

ANIMA
z...

4141
mu=

Tr Meet Potrulkor Maris
Cons•dy0IASTIso•
A U14/VEASAI it MIME
Try Oar illt• SsI Maws
Sat. Wes Atter The laws

a

A question of significance

_awrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I had
a physical for a job and they
told me I had an irregular
heartbeat. I don't have the
money for a good physical so
I'm wondering what this
means at my age of 25. Does

Your Individual
Horoscope

Oh,Boy!!

Tiro Sun.

LAMPEION'a

HEALTH

In,

"Bold,sensual....
and very explicit"

-

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Lantern
Tour of The Honieplace-1850
from 8 to 9:30 p.m., and Bird
Feeder Construction at
Empire Farm from 1 to 5 p.m.

dela

die

Saturday,Sept. 29
Parents Day honoring the
parents of Murray State
University students will be
held with events scheduled
throughout the day. For information
call
Delores
Hcnichul, 762-6951.

Tag Day to raise funds for
the campaign of the Kentucky
Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation will be held today
by members of the Murray
High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America.

it mean I have to limit
means that you've been deepactivity? Also does it mean
ly concerned about a medical
could have a heart attack' problem which may or may
What causes this? I'd appreci- not be important. It is my perate any information you could sonal opinion that anyone
give me.
within the medical profession,
DEAR READER — Your whether it's a technician, offletter distresses me because c ice assistant, nurse or doctor,
who finds any evidence of a
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
medical problem should make
it very clear to the patient p.m. at Carman Pavillion,
what the finoing is and College Farm This is a supwhether or not is has any real port group for families and
significance.
friends of alcoholics, inThere is no way I tan tell formation 437-4229.
Frances Drake
you whether an irregular
heartbeat in your case is
- FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 1, 1979
Registration tables for
important or not. It's imporWhat kind of day will Musicians, artists, and poets tant. to know whether you persons to register to vote in
tomorrow be? To find out what should feel inspired.
have any symptoms and what the November election will be
your other physical findings set up at the Central Shopping
the stars say, read the
VIRGO
tt., are, and the results of a good Center and Bel Air Shopping
forecast given for your birth i Aug.
23 to Sept. 72)
medical examination.
Sign.
Center from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
Avoid petty antagonisms on
I can tell you that many
the work scene and capitalize young healthy people have
ARIES
Sunday,Sept. 30
on work oppertunity. The sporadic irregular heartbeats
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Program on "Renewable
in
all
at
nothing
mein
that
financial
picture
brightens
Attendanciat a lovely party
terms of heart disease or any Energy to Combat Winter's
together does much to considerably
other medical disease. I Cold" will be presented from 1
enhance existing love ties. LIBRA
observed these frequently in to 3 p.m. at Empire Farm,
1
Sept.
23
to
Oct.
22
1-4
'
Singles could be swept off
healthy young members oi the
Feelings of boredom give U.S. Air Force flying crew. Land Between the Lakes.
their
feet.
Romance
way to an air of excitement in And, indeed, almost all the
blossoms!
Recital by Marie Taylor,
romance. Creative artists astronauts had an occasional
TAURUS
111- should accomplish much. irregular heartbeat. The truth harpischord, and James
(Apr. 20 to May 20) bkiHobbies are rewarding.
is we all have an irregular White, violin, will be held at 3
Career doubts should be
beat now and then if we were p.m. at the Farrell Recital
eliminated now, as you make
SCORPIO
able to check our records on a Hall, Fine Arts Center,
purposeful strides towards
Oct. 23 to Nov. 2D
success. Trust business and
A domestic dispute brings 24-hour basis seven days _a Murray State University.
week.
financial hunches.
everybody a little closer. An
Fifth Sunday Blood River
The significance of these
GEMINI
usual purchase for the home beats has to be judged on the Associational Hymn Sing will
May 21 to June 20
proves inspiring. Trust basis of the rest of the medi- be held at the Dexter Baptist
Romance has a touch of financial hunches.
cal information. About the Church at 1:30 p.m.
glamour now. You seem
best I can do to help you is to
SAGITTARIUS
fascinated. Success in consend you The Health Letter
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21))
eir
Monday,Oct. I
nection with travel, education
You'll shine in your social number 6-12, Heart IrregularSpecial
slide presentation
Skipped
ities,
Beats
And
and publishing is possible,
circle now. Enjoy popularity-too!
and the chance to make in- Tachycardias. Other readers and talk on the four Whitney
who want this issue can send
CANCER
teresting new contacts. 75 cents in check or coin with dollhouses will be by Mrs.
Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney,
June 21 to July 22)60
Romance is possible.
a long, stamped. self- Lexington, at 11:30
a.m. at the
No need for early morning
CAPRICORN
addressed envelope for it.
agitation about money. The
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)v4 Send your request to me, in Murray Woman's Club House.
situation straightens out. Do
Romance has a secretive or care of this newspaper: P.O. Coffee hour will be from 10:30
your part to increase harmbny
private quality about it. Box 1551, Radio City Station, to 11:30 a.m. with Mrs.
_among co-workers.
Though you feel blocked in one New York, NY 10019. It will Whitney autographing copies
LEO
area, new career openings are give you a better understand- of one of her cookbooks
ing of these conditions.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4
now possible.
donated by her to the club to
Meanwhile, if you're not
of
advantage
Take
AQUARIUS
sell for their funds. The public
having
any
aymptoms
from
it
favorable stellar trends to ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
and you feel healthy other- is invited.
mend fences with close ones.
Partners and close allies are wise, I think the best thing for
i,ottie Moon Group of First
a bit contentious, but harmony you to do is ignore it unless
Baptist Church Women will
is the keynote for social life you can afford to get a medimeet at 7 p.m. at the home of
now.Someone from a distance cal examination of sufficient
detail to establish what you Katie Outland.
may turn you on.
really have.
PISCES
Program Info-153-3314
These irregular beats are
Northside Baptist Church
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)"(5t,
sometimes made worse by
7 20 9 10
Women will meet with Ann
Ceanrnotion
at the office people's life style You can
• 11 tlf)Frt Sat
Salmon at 7 p.m.
means it's time to work in
• 10 Sat .Sun
help prevent them by avoiding
private. A confidential career cigarettes, coffee, tea, colas,
Singles Unlimited will not
meeting has romantic over- chocolate or any source of
meet tonight.
tones. Others are intrigued by caffeine. In healthy people
A triumphant
you.
such extra beats will someblend of live
Hazel Senior Citizens will
times decrease as they
action and
C•seses,
improve their level of physi- meet at 10 a.ni, at the Hazel
animation
Coniniunity Center.
fitness.
YOU BORN TODAY have cal
If you are not in good shape,
WALT
more executive ability than
Exercise to Music Program
why don't you start a gradual
'DISNEY
the typical member of your exercise program? You could for Senior Citizens will be
sign.
Your
leadership start by walking about 15 conducted by two Murray
qualities attract you to law, minutes a day and gradually State students at the Douglas
politics, and the military. In build up to walking as much Community Center at 12:45
business, you can sell, 'as an hour at a time. Do this p.ni. This is open to all persons
promote, and publish. Though every day and then progress over 60 years of age.
inclined to do your own thing, to something more if you like.
your best success comes wheh
7 15.9 (nNitely
you. emphasize cooperation.
+-11 00 Prt.*Sat4
Strongly attracted to nature,
&2 30 Sat. Stio.1
you could also succeed in
Mal Weald
agriculture. You have a
RE YOUITEADV FOR
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUNT FURNITURE
,religious bent and work well
A GOOD 'TIME?
P
Custom Built Fur ri lure
with groups. Acting, music,
•
4
Refinishing 8 Repairs
the arts and professions also
111 MURRAY
Sour! Bross Hardware
afford you. opportunities for
Also
happiness. Birthdate of:
Custom avoll K.tchen Cobonets or
Jimmy
Carter,
U.S.
[PG,
Give VOW Old Cob(neis a New Face
president; . Julie Andrews,
withou t Teorrog Them Out
actrest; and Walter Matthau,
1•
11,,
Ito t Otto t
Murray
actor.

FRI•SAT•SUN

comma.
9tegz
i6—

Saturday.Sept. 29

Monday,Oct. I
Saturday,Sept. 29
Yard and bake sale will be
Cub Scouts of Chickasaw
from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
District will have a basic
Good
Shepherd
United
training seminar from 6:30 to
Methodist Church, 3 nules
9 p.ni. at Fellowship Hall,
from Murray on Highway 121
First Baptist Church, Murray.
South.
•
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Calloway Athletic Boosters'
Sisterhood will have a "Flavor
Open House will be held by
Kentucky
Intercollegiate Club will have an auction with 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
of Kentucky" luncheon at the the Murray State University
North Seventh and Olive
Coriiniunity Room of the ROTC Department from 9:30 Championships in track will proceeds to benefit the sports
be run at the Murray Country prograni in all the
Streets.
North Branch of the Peoples a.m. to 2 p.m.
Calloway
Club beginning at II a.m.
County Schools at 7 p.m. at the
Bank at 12 noon.
Divorce Support Group.
Calloway High School Gym.
sponsored by Counaeling and
Testing Center, Murray State
East Calloway PTC will hold
Unicrsity, will meet at Ordan auction sale at 7 p.m. at the
way Hall. Fur information call
school with proceeds to go to
the FTC for benefits for the 762-6851.
school.
Parents Anonynious will
United . Methodist Youth meet at 7:15 p.m. For inFellowship -will hold a youth formation call 7539-4875 or 759rally at the Kirksey ym 1792.
Church starting at 3 p.m.
Life and Learning Classes
Workshop, "Smooth Sailing begin at 7 p.m. in Beginning
Through The Eighties," will Tole Painting in Room 411,
be sponsored by the Murray Fine Arts Center; Advanced
Chapter
of
National Bridge at 1704 Ryan Avenue;
Secretaries Association from Securities and hives:ale in
9:15 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Faculty Room 306, Business Buildiiig.
Hall, Murray State UniverLecture on subliminal
sity. .Registration will be at
8:30 a.m. For information call seduction by Wilson Bryan
Key will be at 8 p.m. in the
76273746.
Student Center Auditorium,
Square and round dancing Murray State University.
PLANNING MEETING — Representatives from Adult Woodmen Units in Murray are,
will be held at the Woodmen of
pictured at a planning meeting for future activities. Front row Field Representative
Flu shots will be given to
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Loretta jobs, Doris Rose, Mildred Collie, Jeannie Lamb, second row: field Represenpersons 65 and older and
tative Allen Rose, Ruth Blackwood, T.C. Collie, Joann Simmons, third row. Aubrey
"After the Game" social persons with chronic diseases
Willoughby, Field Representative Tim Scruggs, Field Representative Jamie Washer,
will be at the Murray Country at the Health Center from 8 to
Diana Lyons and Ann Spann. Not shown is Area Manager Grover Burkett who presided
Club following the Murray 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m.
at the meeting.
State football game.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
Racer Club will hold a dance meet with Mrs. H. L. Oakley
at the Murray Jaycee Civic at 7:30 p.m.
Center immediately following
Senior Adults of First
the Murray State-Morehead
football game. Tickets will be Baptist Church will leave at 6
a.m. for Ridgeerest, N. C.
,
$7.50 per couple.
Fall Round-Up of Districts I,
11, Ill, and IV of the Business
and Professiorral Women's
Club will be held at Kenlake
State Park at 3 p.m.

Frances Drake

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast :given for your birth
Sign.

FAG

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall. A potluck supper will be
served and 25 to 50 year pins
will be presented
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet
following the program by Mrs.
Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney.
Esther Class of • Memortal
Baptist Church Will meet with
Margaret Taylor at Tp.m.
Tuesday. Oct.2
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
will meet at the Mayfield
Library at 1 p.m.
Group II of CM.' of First
Christian Church will meet at
2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. J.
E. Littleton with Mrs. George
Hart and Mrs. Pauline
Speegle as cohostesses. The
program will be by Mrs.
Martha Carter and the
devotion by Mrs. Estelle
McDougal.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's_ Club, will meet at 7
p.m. at the club house with
Stuart Poston as speaker.

.a

Tuesday,Oct.2
First United Methodist
Church Women wit) meet at 10
a.m. in the Hale ChapC with
executive committee to meet
at 9 a.m. in the parlor and
coffee to be served at 9:30
an'. in the social hall.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will n wet all p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Woincii•s Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
Gleason Hall with members to
recite the Rosary at 1 p.m.
shots will be given at the
Calloway County Health
Center from I to 4 p.m. for
nersons 65 or older and with
chriinic diseases. Any senior
citizen needing transportation
may call 753-0929 by 10 ami:
Baptist
First
Churah
--erncral Vi'MU meeting will bib
at 9:34ami. at the church.
1.sTothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
leave at 11:30 a.m. to go to
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly.
Bea Walker Group of First
-Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Bill Sams at
7:30p.m.
Tuesday,Oct. 2
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at 10 a.ni. at
the Dexter Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Hazel Senior Citizens activities will begin at 10 a.m. at
the Hazel Community Center.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house for
a "Project Workshop and
Card Party."
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Wednesday, Oct. 3
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. it
the Ellirrinfnm un ity Centar
With the lesson on "Making
Dried Flower Arrangements." Emma Knight will be
hostess.

CHLOROPHYLL
utilizes taw
sun's energy in a prociss
called photosynthesis, which
enables green plants to convert carbon dioxide and water
into food and energy with
oxygen as a by-product.
Chlorophyll is essential to
almost all life on earth.

k Chlorophyll

The second best thing(
about Sunday
is not having to cook.

After visiting our famous salad bar, featuring
over 30 items, order from our menu or try
these items featured this Sunday.
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*ROAST BEEF
*BARBECUE RIBS
*TURKEY AND DRESSING
—FOUR VEGETABLES-THREE DESSERTS-HOT DINNER ROLLS & CORNBREAD—
All this for only $3.95 for you and $2.50 for
your 12 and under child. Remember our Sunday menu changes weekly.
OPEN DAILY AT 11 A. M.
BUFFET CLOSES AT 8:30 P.M.
RESTAURANT CLOSES AT 10:00 PM.

O
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"Poor is the pupil who
does not surpass his
masters." - Leonardo Da
Vinci.
An 18-year-old budding
star pulled off an interesting coup in the play of
today's lively grand slam.
West had missed the lead
his partner had doubled
for, but Alex Pollenz of
East Meadow, 1..1., knew
what it was all about.
Pollenz opened the South
hand one heart, an action
that most players would
avoid. After North showed
a strong heart raise by his
special conventional jump
to two no trump, Pollenz
thought no less of his hand
and he launched the Battleship Blackwood.
North's five club response promised either
none or four aces and Pollenz pushed on confidently
to seven _hearts. When this
rode around to East, he
said, "Double," hoping
that West could fhd the
crucial club lead for Iffigt
round ruff ( Lightner slam
double
Perhaps West should
have reasoned that East
was void in clubs - clubs
was West's longest suit.However, East's failure to
double five clubs may have
injected some question in
the mind of West.
In spite of all this, the
grand slam was due to fail
because of the atrocious
club stack. However, Pollenz deciphered which suit
East had wanted led and
he had a tricky play for
West.
Trumps were drawn in
three rounds and declarer
tossed out his eight of
clubs. West was obviously
still in a fog and he failed to
cover with his nine. Declarer seized his opportunity, allowed the eight to ride
and now West could no
longer beat the slam.
A club was led to the ace
and a diamond was ruffed

CORN, JR

- NORTH

9-2$-A

•A 6 5 4
• A 10 4 3
•A 85
4A4

Patients At Hospital Listed
9-17-79
Newborn Admissions
Atkerson,
Baby
Girl
(Judith), Rt. 1 Hz. 33A,
Benton.

Dismissals
Mrs.
Joetta
L. McClain, Rt.
EAST
3, Benton, Mrs. Rhea J. Burk,
•Q 10 9 2
my 6
se J 9 5
Rt. 2, Bx. 50A-1, Puryear,
•K 92
• QJI0763
Tenn., Molly B. King, Rt. 1 Bx.
•Q 9 7 5 3
•- - 215, Dexter, Michael D. Kirks,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Pauline E.
SOUTH
Jones, 1701 Ryan, Murray,
+7
Janise C. Greer, 1502 Kirk•K Q 8 7 2
...wood, Murray, William G.
•4
Hutson, Rt. 4 Bx. 232, Murray,
•K J 10 16 2
Mrs. Johnnie M. Gammons,
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: South. The bidding:
WEST
•K J 8 3

South
1
4 NT
7 V
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
2 NT
5•
Pass
Pass

500 Cherry, Murray, Robert L.
Quist Jr., Rt. 4, Bx. 39,
Murray, Mrs. Pat • F.
Hollingsworth and Baby Boy,
Rt. 5 Bs. 136A, Paris, Tenn.,
Frank 0. Pace, 501 Chestnut,
Murray, Mrs. Flora M. Perry,
203 Pine, Murray, Mrs.
Estella M. Ross, Hardin, Mrs.
Cornelia M. Campbell, 908
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Veronica M. Pierson,Rt.6 Bx.
274, Murray.
9-18-79
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Mrs. Ora
Ross, Rt. 1 Bx.

164, Hardin, Mrs. Robbie L.
Bradley, 530 S. 7th, Murray,
Monty L. Stoin, 223-37 11th,
Murray, Anna M. Cooksey,
1431 Main, Murray, Barbara
E. Frazier, 4D, Broad Ext.,
Murray, Ronald B. Hopkins,
Rt. 1 Bx. 193, Alm,Mrs. Mary
E. Scott, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Lona Moroski, Rt. 6 Bx. 58B2,
Murray, Myron Vanleer, Bx.
5690 Hart Hall, Murray,
Timmy .E. Thornton, 237
Rivieria Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Mary D. Porter, Rt. 3, Dover,
Tenn., Mrs. Mildred B.
Burkeen, Rt. 1 Bx. BA, Dexter,

Mrs. Murrelle H. Ryan, 1213
Dogwood, Murray, Mrs. Ocie
Diuguid, 104 S. 10th, Murray,
Gus L. Hurt, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Mabel W. Farmer, 1319
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Edith
Lee, Bx. 106, Hazel, Audie E.
Ridings expired), West View
Nursing Home, Murray:
DA YS LOST
Arthritis is responsible for
14.9 million days lost from
work and 240 million days of
limited activity annually,
reports the Kentucky Chapter
of The Arthritis Foundation.

by South. The club king
was cashed and all that
was left was a marked
ruffing finesse against
West's club queen and the
doubled grand slam went
on the books.

•

\ I

Hargrtlie and (J.-Amebic!.
Alica, Mr. and Mrs. Frcd
Hewett, Mr. arid Mrs. Has
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Pero
Cavitt, Mr. and Mrs. Teri %
Cavitt, Mr. and Mrs. Jititit
Wilford, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Workman arid son, Patrick,
Mr. and Mrs. .James R.
Cavitt, Mr. and Mrs. Cliftoi.
Courtney of Paducah. Mr. arid
Mrs. Cecil Feigenbaum of
Topeka, Kans., Miss Paula
Cavitt, Miss Teresa Caviii.
Miss Lori Miller, Miss Lot
Wright, Mn-key Cavitt, Bol
Cavitt, and Mis Jelinifer
Wright.

Hid with Corn

South holds:

9-29-B

HANNANIIS
HOUSE of SILVER
Merue44 the eieci.
owt

+ 7
•K Q 8 7 2
•4
4 K J 10 8 6 2
North South
1V
1•
1+
2+
2+

ANSWER: Pass! Opener
has shown a hand with at
.least five spades and,
therefore, at least six diamonds. This is a total misfit and the sooner the bidding stops, the better.
--Send bridge questions to The
Aces, P.O Box 12363, Dallas.
Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, 1979
United Feature Syndicate, Inc
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Mrs. Ruth Nanney df
Murray and Delbert Bright of
Mayfield were honored at a
birthday dinner on Sunday.
Sept. 23, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Bright, Mayfield.
Hosts for the occasion were
Mrs. BrigIii of Mayfield, and
Perry and Terry Cavitt of
Murray,sons of Mrs. Nanney„
Those attending were Virgil
Nanney, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Nanney, Vernon Nanney, Mr.
and Mrs. Otho Cavitt, Mr. and
Mrs. Lubie Cavitt, Mr. and
Mrs. Ricky Madding and
Jeremy,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie

Opening lead: Diamond
deuce
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Is Ignorance
By Abigail Van Buren
1979 by Chicago Tiithina N S Nowt Syna Inc

DEAR ABBY: I am a graduate student from Bombay. India. I am informed that in your column a few years ago you
very eloquently defended the religious practices observed in
foreign countries,ind particularly of my homeland - India.
I would be mos(grateful if you would repeat that letter.
STUDENT A T N.Y.U.
DEAR STUDENT( I found the letter. And here it is:
DEAR ABBY: How long are you going to pollute the.
world with your ignorance?
Someone wrote and told you that in his native country (India) it was all right under certain conditions to do something
which is absolutely immoral. You then replied, -Thank you
for illustrating a point which we in the Western world are
apt to forget. We represent a very small part of therorld,
and what WE consider 'immoral' or 'unethical' is not
necessarily immoral or unethical in other countries and for
other cultures."
Well. he is wrong and so are you! Just becavx they do it
in other countries doesn't make it right.
You ignorant woman. Have you not readTesta=;
the'Tsa0Commandments? Have you not read in the New
t that
Christians are to go all over the world and teach the spel?
That includes India, too.
It is polluters like you who delude ignorant people into
believing that immoral acts are all right. It's time Christians
everywhere wrote to you and demanded that you speak the
truth.
DISGUSTED WITH YOU
DEAR DISGUSTED: The essence of all religions is to
love your neighbor as yourself. And to love one's neighbor,
we must respect his beliefs, though they be different from
our own. To try to impose our values on others is not only a
denial of their rights but also a form of arrogance, which in
itself is irreligious. An ancient Hebrew prayer put it very
well:
"From the cowardice that shrinks from new truth,
From the laziness that is content with half-truths,
From the arrogance that thinks it knows all truth,
Oh, God of Truth, deliver us."
DEAR ABBY:(I never thought I would be writing those
words!) This is in reponse to Mary, who hated her name,and
signed her letter, "I'd rather be Susie."
Well, my name IS Susan, and everyone calls me "Sue" or
"Susie."
I hated my name when I was younger. because my uncle
used to say "Susie" sr/4s a name fit only for a mine mule or a
cow. And then there was a song titled "Runaround Sue," and
another one titled "If You Knew Susie." And that awful one
called "A Boy Named Sue."
As though that wasn't bad enough, they had to name a cir
cular tray a "Lazy Susan."
So. Mary may hate her name, but 1 hate mine, too.
Aby,do you think anybody really likes their own name'?
SUE
DEAR SUE: I like mine. I selected it.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HURTING IN CHICAGO": An
anonymous letter is the ultimate in cowardice. Disregard it.
A person who would stoop so low is Oot above lying, •
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, oe•
gratulation* or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "Holv
to Write Letters (or all Occasions." Send 11 and a long,
stamped (2/4 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lnoky Dr., Beverly HWs, Calif. 90212.

REED & BARTON GORHAM TOWLE KIRK
WALLACE
LUNT INTERNATIONAL STEW
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Turns A Profit

Observations

CONWAY, N.H.(AP)-For
Bill Hahn of Rockport, Mass.,
a traffic violation in Conway
last summer turned into a
$172.50 profit.
Hahn, 65, was stopped in
July for a yellow line violation
by patrolman Robert Kolbe,
badge number 708.
This week, the Conway
District Court received a
letter from Hahn with a check
for $27.50 to cover the fine and
a "thank you."
It seems that on his way
back to Massachusetts, Hahn
stopped at the state liquor
store in Portsmouth and
bought a lottery ticket.
"I ... played the arresting
officer's badge number in
your New Hampshire Daily
Numbers Game," he wrote.
"Sure enough, the next day I
was most happy to find I had
won $200."

A BIT OF THE
RI% IERAS HERE

111 lAichie Hart
Another colorful spot is on
Olive Street between 10th and
12th Streets. Martha and Gene
Paul Sammons live in the
yellow, trimed, olive green,
stained glass windows and
shuttered house. Just across
the street is an ocean blue
frame residence.
Publisher Apperson and
Rainey with the senior
Appersons from Mayfield
could appreciate the beauties
on Vine Street and Olive, too.
They could recall some of the
plates they visited in Ireland,
England and Scotland this
sun imer.

One doesn't have to travel
afar to see beauty. It's here,
and with a bit of imagination,
world known places can be
brought into mental focus. For
instance - There is a spot at 605
Vine Street at the intersection
of 7th that is an artist's dream.
It reminds me of the colorful
places on the French and
are many colors. In these
resorts, the buildings are
small, and set in .a frame of
brilliant flowers.
This place at 9th and 7th
gives the best view if approached from the west.
Yugoslavian rivieras and a
colorful fishing village in
Nova Scotia where the houses
There in the corner is a
spanish yellow painted and
dark brown trimmed frame
cottage, nestled in a foundation - hugging bed of yellow
daisies - the sme shade of the
ke the scene
house. To
perfect, the c'ht,ter of the
daisies are dark brown to
match the house trim. This
little house seems to greet
passersby and it surely is on
good terms with thgp,ccupant„
Mrs. Estelle Adams. She said
she and her landlady, Mrs.
Allen Rose, planted the bed
several years. ago. Mrs.
Adams is the artist who works
with pies and salads at
Jerry's. The house east of
Mrs. Adams where Debbie
and David Lewis live is a
lighter yellow - just enough
difference in shades to make
the two blend into the friendly
neighborhood.

Another country' of man)
colors and art attractions is
Japan. Just returned from a
two week visit to that country
are Grantl,ln George Landoll
and Clark Hicks. They
represented the Calloway
County Manufacturing
Company and joined 50 other
manufacturing companies of
the United States in being
zipper
by
entertained
manufacturing plants. The
opening banquet in Tokyo was
the pace setter for the thrills
in being entertained with
travel, operas and dances. At
this dinner, a strand of native
pearls, gift-wrapped, was at
each guest's plate.

Across 7th Street in the
corner, is another beauty. It is
painted a barn red with black
trim. Then west of this one is a
jewel owned by Jane and Bill
Hopson. It is wearing a foliage
green accented with a darker
green. It could be the foliage
and trimming for the other
three houses to make the
brilliant bouquet of homes.

PRESENT PROGRAM-Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger
presented the program at the Sept. 20th meeting of the
Business and Professional Women's Club held at the Triangle
Inn. On the left is Laura Jennings. September chairman.

Dr.. Mrs. Noffsinger
Present Program At
B & PW Club Meeting

Presenting the program at 'chairman of the program for
the meeting of the Murray the month and introduced Dr.
Business and Professional and Mrs. Noffsinger.
Women's Club held Sept. 20th
A new member of the club
at the Triangle Inn were Dr. welcomed by Jean Elkins,
and Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger.
club president, was Melissa
Dr. Noffsinger, school McKinney, native of Cadiz,
administrator, spoke on the now employed at Radio
"Perspective On School Station WSJP and parttime
Finance," bringing .out the student at Murray State
varying financial support in University.
the school districts of KenMembers were urged t(
tucky because of the tax attend the Fall Roundup of
structure. '
B&PW Clubs in Districts I, II,
The speaker said although a III, and IV at Kenlake Hotel
PEARS TESTED
To be enjoyed to their great effort has been made to Sept. 29 and 30. An energy
fullest, pears must be fully equalize the districts within panel will be presented at 3
ripened. Because the skin the state and between states, p.M. with the banquet at 7
color is not an indication, use large inequities still exist. Dr. p.m. with Osta Underwood,
this simple test to determine Noffsinger said because the past
B&PW
national
ripeness. Hold the pear in the Superintendent of Public president, as speaker, both on
palm of your hand and press Instrurlion is elected and Saturday, and vesper services
gently. If it yields slightly to car.oJt succeed himself, this and business meeting from 9
this gentle pressure, it is ripe ruses a lack of continuity at a.m. to 12 noon on Sunda:.
and ready to eat. You can buy the state level. He challenged
firm pears with the confidence the group to alert themselves
that they will ripen in a few to upcoming legislation and
CLEAN WALLPAPER
,days at room temperature. In take an active part.
To clean soiled wallpaper.
Mrs. Noffsinger entertained
the meantime, arrange them'
in a bowl or basket as an at-- with folk songs accompanying try an art gum eraser-the
tractive centerpiece. Ripe herself on the guitar. She also type used by artists and sold in
art supplies and stationery
'pears should be stored in the led in group singing.
was stores.
Jennings
Laura
- refrigerator.
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
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I FHA, presented
Mary Morris, President of Murray High FHA and Secretary of Region
certificate designating
Paulette Kelly, Murray High FHA honor roll chairman, with a
meeting
Murray High's chapter an "Honor Roll Chapter" at the FHA Fall Leadership
officer
secretary's
the
led
also
Morris
Miss
University.
State
held recently at Murray
Also
district.
first
entire
the
from
training session which was attended by FHA officers
and
President,
state
Hurt,
Cindy
Koenecke,
Alice
Dr.
present were Dr. Frank Julian,
accompanied the
Karon Walker, state Recreation Leader. Mrs. Lucy Lilly, advisor,
Murray High officers.
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75.00
Hutson's Ag.Service,Inc.
CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE & RESCUE,INC.
100.00
Center
Sewing
Murray
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
5 00
Brown's Market
JUNE 30, 1979
5 00
Alignment
Wheel
Barnett
Statement of Cash Receipts &
500
Blackford's Grocery
Disbursements
500
Grocery
Y
East
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1979
10.00
Market
B.
J. &
GENERAL FUND
10.00
1,492.39 Murray Lumber
Cash Balance July 1, 1978
10.00
Oil
Speedway
Receipts
20.00
Refinishing
Jerry's
3,673.00
Donations Received
1 742.00 Sager Glove
State Aid
5 00
1 356.50 Rudy Lovett Dist
Road Block
25.00
Co
Tractor
Vinson
300.00
Flushing Hydrants
-WOO
2 450.00 Ray T. Broach Ins
Insurance Claims
10.00
Service
&
Sales
T.V.
Tucker
247.27
Miscellaneous
100.00
4000.00 Elvir, Lee Parrish
Calloway Co. Revenue Sharing
5 00
691.52 C.0. Bondurant Realty
Calloway Co. Fair Donations
10.00
505.10 Crawford Barnett
Auction
25.00
2.35.00 Dexter-Hardin United Meth. Church
Battery Drive
500
1200.00 Sophie Tatom
Tappan
7 00
Kernmerzell
E.
Loretta
5014.00
Transfer From Savings
70.00
Lencki
21,414.39 Albert
Total Receipts
4 00
22906.78 Eddie Taylor
Total Available For Disbursements
4 00
Bogard
Wanda
Disbursements
10.00
Seals
Homer
817.57
Telephone
20.00
1 282.65 Allen Alford
Utilities
200
Myers
Miss
970.27
8
Equipment
5 00
Jones
Betty
1893.65
Gas di Oil
200
3665.25 Florine Erwin
Building & Rent
50.00
Herndon
Steve
2,146.53
Maintenance
5 00
273.65 Charles Evett
Public Relations
10.00
Ford
Alpha
2,987.91
Misc. & Insurance
75.00
22,037.48 Bethel Richardson
Total Disbursements
500
Grogan
869.30
Cash Balance Jane 30, 1979.
50.00
B.& B. Brokers, Inc
SAVINGS FUND
25.00
3 718.84 James H. Outland
Cash Balance July 1, 1978
..25.00
Potts
Sherwood
Receipts
.500.00
692.85 Mrs. Roxie Jenkins Jones
Donations Received
25.00
100.00 Al Blum
Insurance Claims
2 00
Bogard
Wanda
492.58
Miscellaneous
200
Davis
Freda
‘. 4,000.00
Calloway Co. Revenue Sharing
10.00
5000.00 Charles Vance
Calloway County Fiscal Court
40.00
Co
Chemical
Goodrich
F
B.
365.00
Battery Drive
100.00
Lassiter
Marvin
314.28
Interest
, . 15.00
10,964.71 Charles E. Burkeen
Total Receipts
200.00
Spec. Acc.
Burkeen
Ronald
s
14,683.55
Disbursement
for
Total Available
15.00
Construction
Coles
Disbursements
10.00
500.00 Ruby M. Futrell
Expense Trip To Ind.
10.00
5,014.00 Odell Donelson
Transfer to Gen. Fund
200.00
Thweatt
L.
5514.00 Willard
Total Disbursements
100.00
9 169.55 Curtis R. Palmer
Cash Balance June 30,137*
10.00
Barnett
D.
Pearl
Calloway County Fire & Rescue, Inc.
100.00
Wiggins Furniture
Murray, Kentucky
500
Mod Nance
Donations Received
10.00
John J. Livesay
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30.1979
10.00
Hess Crossland
General Fund
50.00
Women of the Moose
Amount
Donor
10.00
Art Lynch
10.00
Raymond Story
30.00
Tom Lewellyn.
5 00
Waldrop's Lock Shop
3 673.00
Total Donations Received •
10.00
Lennis Hale
Savings Fund
50.00
Graham Bigg
19.85
Max Dowdy
100.00
Bethel Richardson
10.00
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker
25.00
D. H.Stubblefield
50.00
Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc
100.00
Lenard Wood
25.00
Stahler's Dairy Farm
25.00
Gould Oil Co. Inc
100.00
Trucks,Trailers & Buses, Inc
50.00
World of Sound
25.00
Leslie W. Moore
10.00
Gordon B. Moody
30.00
Florence Gerulski
50.00
People's Bank
40.00
Marilyn Flood
500
Mrs. Ruth Warterfield
5 00
Dewey Ealey, Jr
50.00
Gordon B. Moody
25.00
Leon Grogan
25.00
Arthur D. Lynch
5 00
Darnell Marine Sales
100.00
Maybelle E. Warren
5 00
Guy Spann Special Acct.
15.00
W. H. Crutcher
10.00
Overby Honda
10.00
Ellis Popcorn
25.00
man Funeral Home
Blalock-Cole
500
Enix Interiors
25.00
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
10.00
Weaver Popcorn Company
10.00
Tabers Body Shop
25.00
Taylor Seed Co.
5 00
Dunn Furniture Warehouse
10.00
Parker Popcorn Company
5 00
Hooks Wheel Alignment,Inc.
10.00
Farmers Grain & Seed Co. Inc.
500
Hooks Tires, Wheels,& Acc.
10.00
Kentucky Lake Oil Co
10.00
Carroll Tire Service
25.00
Shoemaker Seed Co. Inc.
5 00
t n Company
Freed Cothiir
20.00
Parker Ford, Inc.
100.00
M.& H. Construction Co.
25.00
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc
20.00
E.Griffin
25.00 Mr. or Mrs. A.
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan
25.00
Mrs. E.B. Ross, Jr.
5 00
Johns Saving Center
8 00
Luella Garling
20.00
Lynn Grove Feed & Seed Co
25.00
Rainey Lovins
15.00
Malcolm C. Major
75.00
Bud Miller
10.00
General Silica Products,Inc
692.85
Total Donations Received
50.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
We,the Board of Directors, of the Calloway County Fire &
10.00
James C. McDaniel
Rescue Incorporation, do hereby certify that the above and
50.00
Estate of Claude C. Smith
foregoing is a true and correct report of receipts and
110.00
Roxie Jenkins Jones
disbursements of Calloway County Fire & Rescue, Inc., Ken500
Wiggins FurnitUre
tucky, during the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1978 and en10.00
Purdom & Thurman Ins. Agency,Inc
ding June 30, 1979.
10.00
McKeel Equipment Company,Inc
MAX DOWDY-CHIEF
10.00
Jones Iron & Metal Co
FLOYD GARLAND
15.00
The Murray Insurance Agency
RONNIE BARNETT
CARL HOSFORD
15.00
J. T. Todd Used Cars, Inc.
BUD MILLER
15.00
Rickman & Norsworthy
15.00
Subscribed and sworn to, before me, this the 3rd day of
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.,Inc.
20.00 September, Nineteen Hundred Seventy-Nine.
Taylor Motors,Inc
Ronnie Barnett
50.00
Joe Pat Thweatt
Notary Public
50.00
Bank of Murray
Expires 44-83
Commission
My
50.00
Home
Funeral
Max Churchill
50.00
J. & S. Oil
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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(1,EST EDITORIAL

By Ken Waif
Although today the idea of loyalty to
one's nation is often associated with
intolerance, and even despotism or
dictatorship, in the nineteenth century
many nationalists believed that
national unity and liberal, democratic
_government fit hand in glove.
• These words from Joseph Mazzini
I 1805-18721, one of the "founding
fathers" of the modern Italian nationstate, were published in 1860, on the eve
of Italian unification, in an essay with
the rather "unruttionalistic" title of The
Duties of Man:
A Country is not a mere
territory...The .Country is the idea
which rises upon that foundation;
it is the sentiment of love, the sense
of fellowship which binds together
all the sons of that territory. So
long as a single one of your
brothers is not represented by his
own vote in the development of the
national life...you have not got a
Country such as it ought to be, the
Country of all and for all.

Battered Wives:
Some Questions
That spouse abuse is far
more prevalent than most of us
would have believed seems to
have been amply proved.
That one in 10 women have
experienced violence at the
hands of their husbands in the
past year is a disheartening
statistic. It is far from obvious,
however, that the cure is a
system of state-sponsored
shelters for abused spouses.
It may be, but it does need to
be shown.
Rep. Gerta Bend! of
Louisville, speaking to the Kentucky Welfare District I in
Paducah last Friday, plans to
offer a bill in the 1980
Legislature to create six such
regional shelters. A similar
measure she offered in 1978
failed to win approval. This
time she is trying to generate a
groundswell of support.
"You here in Western Kentucky," she told the group here,
"have more of a challenge than
anyone else in the state to get
your legislators to admit there
is a problem and then to move
to correct it."
She appears to mean that
legislators in our area are more
reluctant than others to leap
forward with baskets of tax
money to "correct" every problem that Ms. Bendl perceives.
That is as it should be. Not
every problem has a government solution. In this case,
though, we'd say that Ms.
Bendl has gone part of the way
toward proving a real need for
state action.
One of the lesser bills Ms.
Bendl is sponsoring would
make spouse abuse a Class A
misdemeanor, empowering
police to make an immediate
arrest on the complaint of a
spouse, without a warrant.
This would eliminate an
awkwardness in the present
law. An officer sent to the scene
of a domestic quarrel has no
power to arrest unless an offense is committed in his
presence. The abused party
must take a warrant before he
can act.

Business Mirror

The crux of Ms. Bendl's program, however, is the six
regional shelters for abused
spouses she proposes that the
state set up. There are some
serious questions about the program which should be
answered.
First, Ms. Bendl gives no
estimate of costs.. When she offered the measure in the 1978
Legislature she provided an appropriation of $1 million to
establish a Spouse Abuse Commission and fund it for the biennium.
This time she apparently will
offer the same bill and anotker
to raise the fee for marrieTe
licenses from $4 to $10 to fund
the shelters.
How much revenue would the
marriage license fee increase
generate? How much would it
cost to operate the shelters?
Are they to be open to poor people or to everybody, even those
who could find shelter with
relatives or provide for
themselves? How many persons does Ms. Bendl expect the
shelters to care for in the
course of a year?
The general scheme in the
1978 bill was that the shelters
would be operated through contracts or grants to non-profit
organizations.
Shelters like the ones Ms.
Bendl has in mind are already
operating in Lexington and
Louisville under local auspices.
They should be able to provide
valuable information about the
need for such services and how
best they might be provided.
Thoughtful people will
recognize that if the state is
able to offer an escape to
desperate women trapped in a
hell of brutality and abuse with
no place to turn for help, it
should do so.
If Ms. Bendl can document
the need and propose a feasible
plan for dealing with it, she
won't find legislators, even in
Western Kentucky, hostile to it.

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio ( AP) — One
impact of the loss of 4,100 Jobs when
Youngstown Sheet & Tube closed its
Campbell woks two years ago is that
Sility in the entire
there is greater
Mahoning N.,.fiey, said Frank
Lesaganich.
An unexpe .ed statement, you might
director, District 26,
think, for
United Steelworkers of America, AFLCIO. Lesaganich cannot forget the
personal tragedies but, weighing his
thoughts, he says:
"What happened in the meantime,
taking the minus and the plus, we'rf
heavy on the plus side. I'm happy with
what I see other industries doing in the
valley. There's been a hell of a lot of
Stabilizing."
What ensued, in the view of
Lesaganich, elected 11 years ago from
the mill that closed, is that cooperation,
including that between labor and
management, has helped bring more
jobs to the Youngstown area.
"We communicate better," he said of
relations with management. We don't
always agree, but we talk. They know
our problems and I think ue understand
theirs better than before. We're adversaries, not enemies."
Hardship helped bring them closer,
and unemployment is lower now than
then. The jobless rate in YoungstownWarren, 11.4 percent in 1975, fell to 10.1
percent in 1976, to 8.1 percent in 1977
and to 7.5 last year.
Monthly rates for the first half of 1979
were consistently lower than in 1978,
but layoffs because of recessioninduced inventory adjustments are
expected to interrupt that trend, with
all August rate of around 8.

Looking Back
20 Years Ago

10 Years Ago
The Kentucky Property and Building
Commision unanimously passed a
resolution -giving the go ahead to the
construction of Murray State
University's $5.2 million academic
complex. A halt to the construction had
been made by Gov. Louie Nunn on Sept.
19 in order to review the plans in an
effort to lower the cost of the complex.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Carr, 67, Deronda Kay Wilson, infant
girl, John Bill Sanders, 79, Letina Gay
Curd, infant girl, William E. Reed, 82,
Nellie Reed,77,and John Lee Smith, 87.
Gary Brandon has been selected to
attend the 1969 Kentucky Youthpower

Food Conference, Louisville, Oct. 2-4,
by the First Region of the Distributive
Education Clubs of America. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Brandon and
is president of the Murray High
Chapter of DECA.
Miss Twila Ann Adams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cody W. Adams, was
married to Danny M. Dunn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William E. Dunn, on Aug. 9 at
the Coldwater United Methodist
Church.
Officers of the Student Council at the
Murray University School are Peter
.Schiel, Danny Chadwick, -Gayle
Rogers, and Beth Garrison.

Echoes Front The Past

By Judy Maupin

The Village Of
Jonathan Creek
Long before the early pioneers came
to this part of the country, it was
inhabited by tribes of Indians. since
this was in the prehistoric times, some
5000 or more years ago, the Indians
were not known by tribal names as
were the later people. But they were
segregated into periods or cultures,
such as Archaic, Woodland, and
Mississippia n.
Many of the earlier tribes were
nomadic,traveling from place to place,
and subsisting as hunters, rather than
as farmers. But about 1200 A.D., there
was established a farming community
on the banks of Jonattan Creek, which
left for later historians many traces of
how its early inhabitants lived.
This farming community had been
built by a natural levee, and was well
fortified against some human-type
enemy, possibly warring tribes. They
built square houses, with walls constructed of cane mats plastered with
mud. Corn seemed to be the principal
crop grown, although the people
evidently added to this diet by hunting
such game animals as deer, bear,
rabbit, squirrel and other Mammals,as
well as fish and mussels.
In contrast to the nomadic hunting
tribes, this group made pottery and had
facilities for grinding corn - evidenced
by large flat rocks which still show the
indentations made by the grinding
process.
According to archaeologists who
studied the spot, this community only
lasted some 300 years, going into a
decline in the sixteenth century. The
cause for this decline is not known,
although it does not seem to have been
from enemy attack. Evidence shows
that as time went on, the Jonathail
Creek community gradually built less
protected housing, indicating a gradual
shift to a more peaceful period.
The Jonathan Creek village seemed
to have been one of a complex of such
communities. By the sixteenth century,
historians, believe that there were
possibly Olive other sites in the Ten- nessee-Cumberland region which were
linked to it. However many such
villages there actually were, they were
small. Such sites were characterized by
a low ceremonial mound on the edge of
a bluff above the village.

—Th• Paducah Sun

By John Cunniff

Loss OfJobs Means
Greater Stability

Thoughts
In Season

At

While these numbers are above
national averages, officials here boast
of household buying income being
higher than in Cleveland or Pittsburgh.
The future also looks less grim than
was first thought. The Mahoning Valley
Economic Development Corp. cites a
survey in which two-thirds of 136 valley
manufacturers said they would expand
within five years.
While some officials insist the
negative effects of the Campbell works
closing were overstated, the scare did
provoke action, particularly in compelling segments to work and plan
together.
The development corporation, formed this year, coordinates the goals of
communities within the two-county
area. Board seats are held by business
and labor, ahd by public officials and
community leaders.
Professionals were hired. Executive
director Ken Fry, an urban planner
wise to Washington's ways, directs
long-range development strategy.
Associate director Laird Eckman, a
former Chamber of Commerce official,
concentrates on attracting new
businesses and keeping old ones.
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"Youngstown was caught off guard
because no response mechanism was
set up," says-Mayor G. Phillip Richley,
an engineer who was campaigning
when the Campbell works announcement came.
Based on his experience, he advises
leaders of other industrial communities
to "try to get the leaders to recognize
the symptoms of decay in the economy,
in industry, before the decay takes
place."
stie

There are evidences of technological
progress in these tribes, as can be found
by comparing, for example, early
pottery with that made later. The early
pottery vessels were made with the
addition of ground mussel shells, as
were the later ones. But the later pots
showed signs of more attempts at artistry in their manufacture.
As these people progressed, there is
evidence that their manufacture of
projectile points became more advanced, which seemed to indicate a
turning away from an agricultural way
of life and back to the nomadic, hunter
type.
Occupation of the TennesseeCumberland area came to an end
sometime before 1700. There doesn't
seem to be any indication that this took
place as the result of contact with the
white man, although there is always
this possibility. If this was the case, it
may be that contact with the white man
meant exposure to the white man's
diseases, and ultimate contamination
of the tribes.
It seems more likely that these
people, for some reason or other,
decided to give up the life of a farmer
and return to the nomadic way of life.
But they left behind them signs of the
way they lived, so that even today, we
can piece together a fairly complete of
the earliest inhabitants of this region.

Today In History

A mass meeting has been called for
tomorrow at the Murray City Hall to
raise money to procure an airport for
the city and county. It is estimated that
$120,000 will be needed to put an airport,
in operating condition. The city and
county is to furnish $30,000, the state
$30,000, and the federal government
$60,000.
John Robsion, Jr., Republican
candidate for governor of Kentucky,
will speak here Oct. 1 in the court room
of the Calloway County Court House,
according to Gordon Crouch, Calloay
County Campaign chairman.
The Rev. Paul B. Clark of Lansing,
Mich., will be the speaker at the revival
services to be held Oct. 5-11 at the

30 Years Ago
Fire this morning completely
destroyed the house in .which Carl
Houton and family were residing. Also
damaged by the flames was the C. H.
Beaman residence nearby. They are
located near the saw mill south of
Murray.
Community Game Night will be lteld
tonight at Murray High School. This
event will be sponsored by the Murray
High School Unit of the Parent-Teacher
Association.
Members of the Hazel High School

,And he (Moses) took the hook of the
covenant, and read in the audience of
the people: and they said, "All that the
Lord hath said we will do, and he
obedient." — Exodus 24:7.
Today we must search the word of
God to discern His will for our lives, and
then be obedient to His will.

Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America made a trip last week to St.
Louis, Mo. Points included in their visit
were the zoo, Cardinals' baseball game,
YMCA, etc.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Herndon on Sept. 24
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett on
Sept. 23.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
'Johnny Mack Brown in "Law and
_Order" with Fuzzy Knight, James
Crulg, and Nell O'Day.

40 Years Ago ---The Calloway County Fair opened
Sept. 28 at the Association and Overbey
Tobacco Barns. The fair will continue
through Sept. 30.
Deaths' reported this week include
Mrs. Amanda West, 72, Thomas A.
Elkins, 88, Ervin B. Jones, 74, James
Dale McKenzie, four months, and Ed
Kirk, 50.
Breaking all previous records for the
fall enrollment, 1,075 students have
registered at Murray State College,
officials said. This is an increase of
approximately 25 per cent. Enrolled at
the Murray Training School are 435,
making the number on campus 1,510.
Mrs. Bea Melugin, executive
secretary of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
has listed the achievements of the
chapter here during the period, October
1938 to July 1, 1939.
The Murray Training School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America was
organized Sept. 21 under the sponsorship of W. H. Brooks, vocational
agricultural teacher. Officers are
Ralph Gingles, James Washer, Wade
Graham, Clifford Jones, Herman
Wicker, and Paul Bailey.
Among thoselrom here attending the

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Sept. 29, the 272nd
day of 1979. There are 93 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1923, Britain began to
rule Palestine under a mandate from
the League of Nations.
Ten years ago: The West German
mark was freed to find its own rate on
world money markets in an effort to
halt speculation against an increase in
its value. °
Five years ago: The U.S., British,
French, West German and Japanese
finance ministers ended two days of
talks in Washington with no indication
they had agreed how to meet the
problems caused by rising oil prices.
One year ago: Pope John Paul I died ,
in his sleep at the Vatican at age 65,
after a reign of only 34 days.
Today's birthdays: Movie producer
Stanley Kramer is 66 years old. Actress
Madeline Kahn is 37. Sen. John Tower,
R-Texas, is 54.
Thought for today: To change one's
mind is rather a sign of prudence than
ignorance — a Spanish proverb.

Bible Thought

Memorial Baptist Church, according to
the pastor, the Rev. T. A. Thacker.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Outland, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
L D. Cathey,and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Stewart.
Installed as new -officers of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star were Belva Dill, Norman
Klapp, Nettie Klapp, Buel Stalls, Nell
Robbins, Mildred Stang, Abbie Lee
Williams, Abbie Herndon, Frances
Churchill, Mary Louise Baker, Dorothy
Boone, Clover Cotham, Thelma
McDougal, Urbena Koenen, Gussie
Geurin, Mildred Bell, Velma Hendon,
and R. H. Robbins.

national convention of the American
Legion in Chicago, Ill., are Mr. and
Mrs. Nix Harris and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Macon Erwin, and Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Anderson.
Cheerleaders elected to serve at
Murray High School are Martha Jo
Crass, Nancy Whitnell, Ray Waggoner,
and Robert Ward.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr.and Mrs. Kelly Cromwell,
Sept. 23, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Britain, Sept. 24, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lennis Hale, Sept. 25, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Warren Fox, Sept. 25, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Rigsby,
Jr., Sept. 10.
Mrs. Joe Lovett and Mrs. John W.
Carr of the Murray Woman's Club are
attending the board meeting of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
at Louisville.
Tom Turnbow,son of Mr. and Mrs. 0.
B. Turnbow of Hazel, has entered the
University of Tennessee School of
Pharmacy, Memphis, Tenn.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Jaw Withers in "Chicken Wagon
FarriAyY—With Leo Carrillo, Marjorie
Weaver, Spring Byington, and Kane
Richmond.

50 Years Ago Preparations are practically complete for the fifth annual Jersey Show to
be held Oct. 4 and 5 at the large tobacco
warehouse across the rails from the
depot. A total of $300 in premiums will
be distributed. The show will be
sponsored by the Murray Bull Club.
Deaths reported this week include
Miss Mattie Boggs, 76, Mrs. J. L.
Williams, Mrs. Ross Smith,29, George
Allbritten, 36, and W.'H. Midyett.
Spreading gravel on the Benton Road
out of Murray was started Sept. 25 by
the W. C. Robinson Company of
Owensboro.
The C. Ray Bus Company has announced the operation of two buses
daily between Murray and Hopkin-

sville.
A Parent-Teacher Association was
organized at New Concord High School
with Miss Frances Sexton, Mrs. E. B.
Blalock, and Miss Erin Montgomery as
officers.
The Blood River Baptist Association
will hold its annual meeting on Oct. 23
at the Salem Baptist Church.
Buell Stroud, George S. Hart, Make
Erwin, Claud Anderson, Dr. F. E.
Crawford. and Stanley Futrell of the
local American Legion Post Will attend
thee national meeting of the American
Legion at Louisville next week.
A Community Singing is being held
today at the Murray State College
Auditorium.
Sta f members of "Pennant,"
newdpeper at Murray High School, are
Ruth Weaks, Martha Lou Lassiter,
, Rebecca Sykes, Dorothy Allbritten,
Robbie Mae Broach, Sarah Elizabeth
Overbey, Mary Virginia Diuguid, John
L. Ross, Winifred Keys, Wildye Berry,
Harold Farley, Grover Wood James,
Stanfill Cutchin, and Rue Overby.
0. P. Bishop will be the auctioneer for
the sale of lots in the College View Oak
Lawn Addition, located on West Main
beyond Murray State College, on Oct. 3.
A prize of $10 in gold will be given at the
start and $5 in gdld will be given each
hour.
Parker Brothers Bakery has just
installed this week a new type of bread
mixer which retains the original flavor
of bread to an unusual degree.
J. W. Outland Motor Company has
Hudson cars listed as $1,095 and up
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MI:tray Business News Briefs
Foreign Investors Hold Interest In Kentucky

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Foreign investors own at leas
5,600 acres of Xentuck
agricultural land in 36
counties, primarily in the
western and central parts u!.
the state, according to the U.S
Department of Agriculture.
A preliminary national
review shows foreign owners
hold an interest in about 4
million agricultural acres.
less than one-half of 1 percent
of all private land in the
country. The foreign holdings
are concentrated in the South
and West, and a few countries
account for most of it.

M1LUON DOLLAR CUENTS — Loretta jobs Realtors are proud
to announce Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Patrick, as their million dollar clients. The Patric
ks became the million dollar
clients when they purchased the Hillman Lyons proper
ty on 641 South. Mr. Patrick is
the District Manager for Mid Continent Builders in Frankfort, Illinoi
s. They build McDonald restaurants. Mr. Lyons is Chief Recreation Officer
for State of Kentucky and wiH
be moving to Richmond, Virginia. Loretta Jobs Realtors repres
ented both the Lyons
and the Patricks in the transaction. Pictured above from left
to right are Marie Patrick,
Dan Patrick Loretta Jobs, Larry Wright, Vice-Preside
nt for Security Federal, Wilmuth
Lyons and Hillman Lsons.

Investors from the United
Kingdom, Luxembourg, West
Germany and Canada own 72
percent of the holdings
reported so far, the USDA
report said.
Kentucky, with 5,842 acres,
ranks 38th in the nation in
terms of the amount of
foreignowned farmland. But
the state office of the U.S.
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service expects
the figure to go higher when
the final report is completed.
Of the 5,000 reports which
were sent to Washington from
across the country, 2,000 were

Cain Starts Business
Jim Cain has just announced the opening of a new
service oriented_ business in
Murray.
Cain has started Advance
Security and Ere
.
ctronics.
A 1975 graduate of Murray
High School, he plans to work
mainly in the West Kentucky
and West Tennessee area.
specializing in early warnim:
protection
systems for
commercial and residential
use.

best route for a business. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Cain. He has just finisaed
selling Real Estate in Seagirt,
N.J.
His business offers next day
service and can be reached at
753-6342.753-1675, or 753-2615.

returned for more information rights, has been pre-filed
for A list of
the number of
or corrections or are still the 1980 General Assem
bly by foreignown
ed acres per
being processed, the USDA Rep. Lewis Foster,
D- county has
not been comsaid.
Lewisburg.
pleted, an ASCS spokesman
A more complete analysis is
Under provisions of Foster's
said.
expected in November, when bill, foreign individuals
or
the report will be sent to businesses would be requir
ed
Congress and the president.
to register their ownership or
The 11 states with less interest in more than 40 acres
foreign-owned acreage than of agricultural land or
mineral
WASHINGTON (API — The
Kentucky include three of her rights with the
secretary of J.P. Stevens
textile company
neighbors — Indiana, 5,335 state.
says it will appeal in federal
acres; Ohio, 2,904 acres and
Agricultural land is defined
court an unusually sharp
West Virginia,2,599 acres.
in the bill as property which is
ruling against it by the
Foreign holdings in Ten- capable of supporting
an National Labor
Relations
nessee, however, amount to agricultural enterprise
— crop Board.
285„773 acres, and the or livestock production,
dairy
The NLRB cited the textile
Volunteer State, along with and poultry operat
ions. The company for
labor law
Georgia and South Carolina, federal law also includ
es violations for the
21st time
account for 27 percent of all forestry
and
timber- Thursday, and
ordered tap
foreign-owned acreage, the production in the definit
ion.
company officers ...to sign a
USDA said.
The penalties also are
notice promising to end illegal
The national review was the similar; failure
to report anti-union
activities. The- result of a law which requires could result in a fine
equal to order said all
45,000 Stevens
foreign owners of agricultural 25 percent of the marke
t value employees must
be given
land to file a report through of the land or, under
the state copies of the notice
, which was
ASCS offices in the counties law, the mineral rights
.
required "to dissipate the
where they own the land.
County ASCS reports list the
effects of the extraordinary
A similar state law, which number of foreign
investors volations committed"
by the
also would apply to mineral who have filed in
the counties. company.

Appeal
Expected

"When we take a job, we ask
the customer what they have
in mind and then estimate
what he will need," Cain said.
"The estimate is free," Cain
quickly added.
One. interesting service
Advance .Security offers, is the
leasing of security equipment
and Cain says its really the

Robinsons Attend Program
-Don Robinson, owner, and
Larry R. Robinson, vice
president, from Interstate
Filter & Supply Company
recently attended a filter
review program.sponsored by
the J.A. Baldwin Nlanufacturing Company in Kearney.
Nebraska.,
DISTINGUISHED DEALERS Ross Robertson, left, Ford's
Louisville District Manager and
Ford Zone Manager, Donna Pinkston, visited Murra
y last week to present Parker Ford
Inc. with the Distinguished Achievement Award. The award
is given for outstanding
achievement in sales, service, and parts. Accepting the award
are Joe, James, John and
David Parker. The award is for 1978 and makes the 15th
year the local dealership has
won it.

You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare.

All

You're in good hands.
See Agents
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley
The

Murray Insurance
Agency

1

This Page
Written
For and
About The
Murray
Business
Community

Dr, Thomas I. Miller,
professor of accouating, and
chairman of the Department
of Accounting and Finance at
Murray State University,
participated in the 13th annual
Symposium for Educators„
presented at Manor Vail, in
Vail. Colorado, by the, international accounting firm of
Ernst & Whinney.
The July 11-13 conference
brought together some 92
leading accounting educators
from colleges and universities
throughout the U.S_ and
Canada to exchange updates,
views and ideas with pearly 50
of the top executives of the
firm.
A highlight of the program
was the report "Washington
Scene: Implications for the
Accounting Profession" by

accounting educators,
scholarships for accounting
students, the Ernst & Whinney
Matching Gifts Program, and
the Erpst & Whinney Program
to Sutiport Professional
Schools of Accounting.
Ernst & Whinney, founded
in the U.S. in 1903 as Ernst &
Ernst, is the third largest
accounting firm in the nation,
with 1979 revenues exceeding
$500 million. It comprises
15,000 staff `members and
operates 300 offices in 70
countries On 6 continents.
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by Bill Boyd

Jefferson,

country had used the cumbersome British monetary
system.

Handling cash is more
safe than personal checkscumbersome and less
. May we open an account for you?
PEOPLES BANK
Mt ORMAN'
,
KY

Member FDIC

Local CIT Manager
To Attend Regional Meeting

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
to
Parker Ford Inc.

Loretta job Realtors

Let us help you plan and
design your kitchen

•Merillat*Quaker Maid

Jim Cain

DISTRICT MEETING — Vic Fromm,local
P.N. Hirsch store manager,shake
s hands With
Jerry Hirsch, President of P.N. Hirsch
Companies, as Harvey Green, Distric
t Supervisor
looks on. The men met recently at a
buyers and merchandising meeti
ng held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. The meeting
was attended by the Buyers of the
St. Louis
Office and the 22 managers of district
eight

Miller Participates In Conference

Theodore C. Barreaux, vicepresident of government
relations for the American
Institutc of Certified Public
Accountants. Other subjects
explored during the sessions
included such critical issues
as inflation accounting, the
PERRY, Okla. — Five conditions.
accounting profession's
residents of Kentucky were
MURRAY — H. Jackie
program of self-review, the
among those who attended a Newberry, Rt. 8, owner of
European Economic Comtwo-day fly-in this week at the Newberry Trenching Co.
munity's Fourth Directive,
PADUCAH --- Gordon
Charles Machine Works, Inc.,
the Foreign Corrupt Practices
factory here, where Ditch Meeks, Rt. 2, president of
Act, and the importance of
Witch underground con- Meeks Electrial Inc., 700
internal controls.
struction
equipment is Northview; Walter Gregory,
Begun
in
1967, the
manufactured.
No. 7 Coleman Rd., first vice
Educators' Symposium series
The group, composed of president of G.D.S. Piping Co.,
over the years has enabled
equipment owners and users Inc.
hundreds of college and
from throughout the U.S. and
BENTON
—
Larry
university accounting
Canada, met with CMW Schroader, Rt. 1, president of
department chairmen and
engineers and
saw a G.D.S. Piping Co., Inc., at. 7,
faculty memhers to keep
demonstration of new Ditch Coleman. Leon Lovett, Rt. 4,
abreast of the .developments,
Witch products in jobsite owner of Lovett Plumbing Co.
pronouncements and trends
destined to influence the lives
and professional careers of
the young people they are
responsible for educating and
Tom Bullington manager ot company management
per- counseling. The Symposium is
the CIT Financial Services sonnel from 67
cities in part of the overall Ernst &
office here will attend a Kentucky, India
na and Whinney effort to foster ex'regional meeting-of managers Tennessee attending
the two- cellence
in
accounting
and supervisors in Jef- day conference
conducted by education. Other facets of the
fersonville, Ind. on Oct. 5 and W. F. Moore vice
president effort include grants to doc6, 1979. The meeting will be and
Louisville
region toral candi,dates in acheld at the Marriott Inn. manager.
counting, fellowships for
Bullington will join nearly 120
The meeting will enable
company management personnel
to 'review current
;We've
We at the
operations and business
Got
development programs and to
share ideas. It is one of 12
the Shield
being held across the nation.
For your
CIT Financial services, with LifeeHeeith•Home
more than 850 offices, offers
Car•Farm•Businese
personal loans, homeowner
LOOK TO THE SHIELD
loans and the financing of
mobile
homes
and
Ronnie Ross
recreational vehicles. It also
finances and leases industrial
and
Danny Ross
and business equipment.
The company is an
operating unit of (IT
Financial Corporation, one of
DOE
Main
The nation's largest injultiline
Ph.
financial
serviAs
753469
organizations.
OM.

Area Businessmen
Visit Demonstration

Auto
policy
expiring?

Interstate Filter & Supply
Co. is a distributor of Baldwin
Filters in the Murray area.
The men were flown to the
new Baldwin plant for a tour
and to study new product
developments and review
sales
merchandising
programs.

Available at 753-1713

It's
All Here...

At Your
Fingertips
In this ever-changing world. . . it's

the ever-changing
newspaper that'keeps you "in touch" with what'
s happening. Whatever you're looking for. . . in entertainment.. . in information. . .in the know. . . find
it all
here in the pages of your newspaper! Take a look
!

Subscribe Today
751-1916
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Foster Rushes For 210 Yards,
3 TDs As Murray Snaps Streak stso

corn-

man

The
iany
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tarp
the
ions

ly, that was a quarter in which last night, will attempt to
begin a streak in.the positive
—14aorday failed lascora---- _
when they
PRINCETON, Ky.- On the
But the fumbles killed direction Friday
County.
Trigg
host
Rich
final play of the game,
Caldwell drives to erase opRollins steadied himself and
portunities of its cutting into
How they Scored
threw a pass that spiraled
Murray's then-14-7 lead. Cum- Caldwell - Troy Towery 9 pass from
( Haberlock kick; 1:15,
Rahn
Jimmy
nearly half the length of the
mins opened the third period 1st.
teamend,
set
field. At the other
with a 42-yard burst that
Murray - Swift 7 pass from Rollins
5:38, 2nd
mate Reed Hornsby jumped
his team up at its 23-yard line, Hibbard kick;Foster
37 run ( Hibbard
Murray Both
defender.
behind
along with his
but Rahn's screen pass
kick ); 3:13, 2nd.
Murray - Foster 47 run; 858,4th.
the line of scrimmage was
came down, Hornsby with the
Murray - Foster 58 run iHibbard
Murray
ball in his hands.
dropped, and
kick); 5:32, 4th.
It was that kind of night for
recovered the loose ball.
Team Statistics
Murray High.
Caldwell held the Tigers to
CALD WELL
MURRAY
10
Paced by a vicious offensive
regain possession two minutes 10
First Downs
34-160
Rushes-yards
later, but Cummins fumbled 33-218
line that ripped huge holes in
82
Passing yards
on first down at midfield. 65
the Caldwell County defense,
6-15-0
Passes
,
6-12-1
Caldwell
2-36.0
later
moments
shocked
pass
Tigers
Rollins'
Punts-avb
the
3-32 0
6-5
Fumbles-lost
was picked off by Kevin 0-0
27-7 to earn their first district
8-100
Penalties-yards
4-50
victory against three defeats
Crowell, but still another fumhtdividual Leaders
and even their overall slate at
ble, this one by Rahn, turned
Rushing - Foster ( M I 20-210; Cum3-3.
the ball over to Murray again.
mins C / 15-110; Brown I C)9-47.
For Caldwell, the loss may
Two series later, Foster ripPassing - Rahn IC) 8-14-0 77 yards;
85 yards.
have ended any hopes it carped off his second scoring run, Rollins(M 6-11-1
Receiving - Button (C)2-16; Hornsby
district
the
in
ried of figuring
and the rout was on.
1M 1 1-42; Jackson ICI 1-25; Glass IC) 1race. It had raced to victories
"We felt like tiiis game 20; Crawford Ml 1-15; Orr IM) 1-8; Re1M I 1-7; Swift (M 1-7; Vaughn
in three of its first four games,
could possibly make the dif- quarth
1Ml 1-6:
but its only previous district
ference between turning
encounter had resulted in an
things around or settling in for
easy triumph over lowly Crita long year," said a happy
tenden County. It has yet to
Hina. "It was certainly a big
face Mayfield, Heath or Fort
step in the right direction."
Campbell.
For Hina personally, it was
By The Associated Press
Friday Games
Murray High coach John
something more. The triumph
14 Gametic' 0
Co
Adair
Hina used one word to
was his first over Caldwell
Ashland 42 Barboursville WVa 40
Barren Co 47 Ohio Co 0
describe his team's win: "ExCounty since he became head
Beechwood 39 Erlanger Scott 8
ecution. We've known we
coach at Murray High six
Belfry 54 Lawrence Co 0
he
long,"
could do this all year
years ago.
Boone Co 28 Covington Holmes 0
Bowling Green 32 Owensboro Cats 24
"I would certainly have to
said. -But tonight was the
.
Boyle Co 20 Wayne Co 18
first time everything had
say this is our best game to
Breathitt Co 42 Clay Co 0
Bullitt Central 9 Bardstown 6
come together."
date this season," he said.
Campbellsville 13 Taylor Co 6
-And a Murray High player
"Foster has been running like
Carroll Co 5.5 Maysville 0
stole the show from Caldwell's
that all year, but the blocking
Corbin 31 Bell Co 0
Covington Cats 20 Dixie Hta 0
bruising fullback Neal Cumreally came through for him
Cumberland 38 Wheelwright 14
mins, who figured to be the
this time."
Danville 10 Lea Henry Clay 7
Dayton 8 Cinn Country Day 0
dominant runner in the game.
fumbles,
the
like
Penalties,
Elizabethtown 14 Breckinriclge Co 6
He was upstaged by the
Elkhorn City 20 Prestonsburg 0
heavily in Murray's
weighed
hEstill Co 24 Knox Central 6
Tigers' Tim Foster, who
Tigers' were
The
favor.
Fleming Co 32 Lewis Co 0
ed for a career-high 21 yards
Frankfort 14 Beth Haven 0
whistled four times for 50
on 20 carries and ripped off
Franklin Co 7 Montgomery Co 6
yards, only half the total of
Franklin-Simpson 47 Moro Apollo 0
runs.
n
three touchdow
100.
CaldWell!s eight for
Ft Campbell Co 35 Trigg Co 0
The first - a 37-yarder Ft Knox 21 E Hardin 0
Too, Murray outgained
Ft Thos Highlands 21 Newport 0
gave Murray the lead for
oftotal
in
303-242
Caldwell
Fulton City 22 Ballard Memorial 6
good. The Tigers had fallen
Fulton Co 34 Alamo Term 0
fense yardage, including its
pass
scoring
a
21 Tompkinsville 0
behind 7-0 on
dominating 218-160 edge in - Glasgow
Grayson Co 28 Hancock Co 14
from Jimmy Rahn to Troy
rushing.
Green Co 7 Edmonson Co 3
Towery before tying the game
Greenup Co 15 Fairview 6
The Rollins-to-Swift comHarlan 26 Pineville 0
when Rich Rollins found
bination in the second quarter
Harrison Co 28 Bourbon Co 0
a
for
Swift
Nick
fullback
Harrodsburg 26 Mercer Co 0
climaxed an impressive and
Heath 45 Todd Central 0
seven-yard touchdown toss
patient Murray drive. The
Henderson Co 19 Christian Co 12
early in the second period,
Tigers began on their own 37
Hoplensville 13 Madisonville 12
Swift's first touchdqvm of the
Huntington WVa 7 Boyd Co 6
after Cummins fumbled and
Johns Creek 20 Mullins 6
season.
used eight plays to ground out
LaRue Co 22 Nelson Co 21
From there on, Foster took
Lax Bryan Station 15 Laurel Co 0
the score.
Lea Tates Creek 14 Clark Co 7
over. His first score enabled
And the scoring pass carne
Lincoln Co 14 Whitley Co 0
the Tigers to stake themselves
on a first-and-goal situation,
Lone Jack 20 MC Napier 8
Oak 26 Reidland 6
Lone
to a halftime lead, then his
a
for
calls
one which usually
Lou Ballard 413 Lou Central 17
runs of 47 and 58 yards in the
running play. "That was our
Lou Bishop David 50 Lou Valley 6
final quarter gave Murray its
game plan: to surprise them,"
Lou Butler 40 Lou Shawnee 6
the
of
points
lf
:first second-ha
Lou DeSales 13 Lqu Stuart 0
said Hina."We knew waCOilld
Lou Dols 28 Lou Western 14
them
season and thwarted any
with
up
niatch
Lou Durrett 41 Lou Male 0
Caldwell comeback hopes.
Lou Eastern 32 Lou Waggener 0
physically, but we wanted to
Lou Fairdale 12 Lou Moore 7
The hosts contributed to
keep them guessing. And our
Iroquois 31 Lou Westport 0
Lou
five
losing
by
do
their downfall
execution enabled us to
fumbles, incluthng three _ that."
within a four-minute span of -The Tigers, who had lost
the third quarter. Surprisingthree straight games before
By TONY WILSON

Ledger & Times Sports Editor

ttile
law
line
top
n a
egal
-

rens
yen
was
the

ian

the

en route
Caldwell County fullback Neal Cummins(33 I evaded Murray High's Reed Hornsby
210
whopping
a
for
rushed
1
right
Foster
Tim
but
night,
last
ce
performan
to his 110-yard
Turnbow
Bruce
by
photos
yards as the Murray won 27-7.

BRUCE FOSTER scored three touchdowns and rushed for
210 yards in Murray High's victory over Caldwell County Friday.

High School Roundup

ith
.or
he
Jis

on Caldwell County quarterback
Murray High tackle Jon Wissman 75 applied pressure
form of 27 points last night.
the
in
pressure
applied
offense
Tigers'
Jimmy Rahn,and the

Pitchers Warm Up For AL Playoff Opener
Both are coming 4:iff,injuries Cleveland Indians. Still, both
By BOB GREENE
and neither lasted mdre than were happy with their perAP Sports Writer
forman-Ces.
Nolan Ryan of the California 51-3 innings.
,
"We had planned for me to
But Ryan was a loser Friday
Angels and Jim Palmer of the
Baltimore Orioles warmed up as the Texas Rangers blanked go only five innings or so,"
for the American League California 5-0 while Palmer said Ryan, who suffered a
was an easy winner in pulled muscle in his elbow
playoff opener with vastly
_ _
..- -diffaraa‘reaulta...-..._________Etalikunte:s„144._rstut..0.-tk__....414
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SUPPOSITORIES
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PREPARATION H

2 OZ.

$188
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Bel Air
Center
Murray, Ky.
753-8304

99

,DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS,

"The only thing that Weaver. "He pitched well
bothered me was I walked enough. I'd like to see him
three batters. I can't do that give up no runs, but as long as
he got enough work, used all
against Baltimore."
'Palmer closing out a his pitches and didn't get hurt,
frustrating season punctuated that's good-enough for me."
Cleveland Manager Dave
by a back injury and tendinitis
in pikslbow„went 51-3.innings,_ Garcia. rehired earlier in the
stir -Clay for ih-e—i-glitras-e—
asOli7"
n
giving up seve—
runs. But he benefitted from a shrugged off the one-sided
pair of six-run outbursts by his loss.
teammates.
"You're going to have days
"I was-pleased with the way like that, and Baltimore is a
I threw the ball," Palmer very good baseball team.
said. "but I don't like giving After all, that was their 102nd
up runs."
victory thisyear."
As Ryan said:
Rangers 5, Angels 0
"Any time you are corning
Ferguson Jenkins handoff an arm injury, you don't
quite have the velocity you did cuffed California on five hits
before, but I'm getting real as Texas blanked the Angels.
close. I didn't tax it tonight. I Al Oliver and Buddy Bell
Was pitching free and easy ... I drove in firstinning runs for
ought to be ready (for the the Rangers.
Ryan, who will start against
.
playoffs)."
the
In other AL games Friday, Palmer Wednesday in
Al.
the
of
game
opening
7-3,
New York downed Toronto
in
Boston stopped Detroit 7-4, playoffs, gave up two runs
after
But
inning.
first
the
3-1,
Chicago defeated Seattle
Oliver
Milwaukee clobbered 116ill- Bump Wills tripled, Al
Bell
Buddy
and
City
doubled
Kansas
nesota 10-1 and
singled, the California rightcrushed Oakland 13-1.
Billy Smith drove in six runs hander was untouchable. The
with a grand slam homer, a Rangers moved into third
double and._a triple to .pact place ahead of the Minnesota
Baltimore's attack. 7he Twins with the victory.
Orioles scored six runs in both
Brewers 10, Twins 1
the second and third innings,
The Brewers clinched
4inith slanniping his homer in second place as Cecil Cooper
the second, and his double in knocked in five runs with a
the third.'
pair of doubles and his 24th
"Palmer should be ready
bonier. Milwaukee set a club
for
next week," said
record with its 94th triumph of
Baltimore Manager Earl
the year.

Lou Manual 20 Lou Fern Creek 13
Lou Seneca 18 Jeffersontown 0
Lou Southern 27 Lou PI3 Ridge 20
Lou St Xavier 27 Louu Atherton 0
Lynn Camp 6 Rockcastle Co 0
Marshall Co 34 Warren Central 71
Atatewan WVa 59 Phelps 6
Meade Co 26 Oldham Co 13
Metcalfe Co W Clinton Co 0
Middlesboro 35 Cawood 0
Murray 27 Caldwell Co 7
N Hardin 21 Marion Co 7
Newport Cats 16 Erlanger Lloyd 0
Nicholas Co 15 Bath Co 6
Owen Co 43 Eminence 22
Owensboro 14 Lax Lafayette 3
Paducah Tilghman 14 Mayfield 7
Paintsville 69 W Carter 8
Parts 28 Jenkins

Pikeville 12 Hazard 6
Raceland 30 E Carter 6
Richmond Madison 35 laidlow 7
Rowan Co 48 Henry Co 0
Russell 9 Huntington WVa East 6
Russellville 34 Crittenden Co 0
Scott Co 40 Madison Central 0
Shelby Co 21 Johnson Central 0
Simon Kenton 41 Conner 14
Somerset 30 Morgan Co 0
Trimble Co 21 Ky Country Day 0
Union Co 17 Daviess Co 13
W Hardin 6 Caverns 2
Warren East 14 Allen Co 7
Washington Co 20 N Hiatt 6
Webster Co 29 Butler Co 0
Whitesburg 19 Fleming-Neon 0
Williamsburg 14 Berea 0
Woodford Co 37 Jessamine Co 2

Cumulative Statistics
MURRAY STATE vs. MOREHEAD STATE
Morehead
Murray
1-2
0-1
4
80
20
601
150.3
601
150.3
1,202
300.5

1-2
0-0
0-0

Wins ( Conf.-Season(
Losses 1Conf -Season)
Ties iConf.-Season)

Team Offense
Number of Games
Total Points Scored
Average Points Per Game
Total Yards Rushing
Per Game Rushing Average
Total Yards Passing
Per Game Passing Average
Total Yards Offense
•
Average Total Yards Per Game

2
42
21
609
304.5
57
28.5
666
333 0

Team Defense

14
Points Scored Against
57
_Average Points Allowed Per Game
14.3
2
.....
.
.
;
.
.
7:Touchdowns Allowed -..
6
166
Total Yards Rushing Allowed
188
44.0
Aerage Yards Rushing Per Game
47.0
277
618'total Yards Passing Allowed
138.5
Ave ge Yards Passing Per Game
154.5
465
Allowed
Yards
Total
836
2325
Average kards Allowed Per Game
201.5

Miscellaneous Statistics

69
41
6
8
6-3
8-6
384
237

- First Downs Gained
First Downs AllowedPasses Intercepted
Passes Had Intercepted ....
Fumbles-Lost
Opponents Fumbles-Lost
Yards Penalized
Yards Opponents Penalized

34
29

5
..
6-4
6-2
130
115

-How Would
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...

I*

The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
payments ready. If this is impossible tell them when to come
and Collect.

4.0
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Two Minutes into 11th Round
.11_

.11
1ritmg."41**
4 ' !•fe;

41,1

Holmes Claims TKO Victory

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

dragout brawl reminiscent of tamweght title, and Roberto seenth. Almost too 4uickly to Holmes' 'stick 'em" offense,
•
the
nowlegendary third Duran of Panama, the former see, Shavers cut loose with a
the old warrior never allowed
Muhammad Ali-Joe Frazier lightweight champion, scored smashing right
himself to be decked. He
that caught
LAS VEGAS(AP) — "Man,
acquitted himself with honor.
stop the fight," heavyweight "Thrilla of Manila" in a 10-round decision over the champion on the jaw.
October, 1975 and it turned an Zefermo "Speedy" Gonzalez
Holmes fell flat. The crowd
Holmes Isaid when he saw
champion •Larry Holmes
affluent crowd of 4,500, who of Los Angeles in a welter- gasped. Then
a heavy roar Shavers bleeding and wobbegged the referee. "Look at
paid up to 8150 a seat, into a weight match.
went up. It looked like a
bling, especially in the 11th
hint — all banged, up, cut
wild frenzy at the Caesars
But it remained for Holmes certain upset.
round, he almost was overaround both eyes. He's hurt.
Palace Pavilion.
and Shavers to bring the
Holmes rose to his feet a bit conte by compassion.
What do you want me to do —
The television audience was crowd to a pitch of ex- unsure!y and
was weaving and
"I held off," he said,
kill him?"
estimated by ABC-TV at 50 citement. The fight lacked the swaying as
"That's when I started
Shavers
inChallenger Earnie Shavers, million.
finer points of the Ali-Frazier tensified the attack. But
begging the referee to stop it.
a battered old veteran of 35,
Holmes, a standup boxer duels, but for raw drama, it Shavers never
he didn't, I had to keep
When
put
ovcr
the
hung limply on the ropes. His who never has gained the was one that will
long be crusher. Holmes' handlers fighting,.1 couldn't give hint a
legs were rubbery. His eyes recognition he deserved, renientbered.
worked over bun busily
chance to keep throwing that
were glazed. He couldn't raise proved himself a true'— As Shavers swung wildly,
between rounds.
stuff."
his weary arms for defense.
champion. He appeared on the there always was the sense
Shavers, on the other hand,
"He took a lot of punches,"
"I begged Earnie to quit, verge pf being knocked out in that any ntinute he might land seemed to go into an innhe said. "He surprised me. I
too," Holmes said. "I said, the seventh, when he was sent one of his roundhouse,blows n iediate eclipse.
didn't think he could hit that
'Man, why you hanging on? thudding on his back by a and enhance his record. In 58
It was obvious that the aging
hard. He never gave up. I went
Shavers
right, but he was in victories, he had scored 56 son of a one-time Alabama
Why don't you quit?' He said,
to him afterward and I said,
kayoes, half in the first two cotton picker had spent 'Earnie, I love you. You're a
'I ain't quitting. rut trying to charge at the finish.
The three ringside judges rounds.
take your title away."
himself. Hammered from one
great fighter. You'll bearound
gave hint nine of the 10 rounds
Then came the climactic end of the ring to other by
as long as you want."
At two minutes of the 11th they scored, all except the
round, referee Davey Pearl seventh.
stepped between •Holmes and
Holmes now virtually has
a battered Shavers, and raised run out of suitable opponents
Holmes' hand as successful until the WBC and the rival
defender of the World Boxing World ,Boxing Association can
Council heavyweight crown.
reach sgrne sort of acTwice the 29-year-old coniodation to end the split in
champion pulled himself off the division. Olympic silver
the floor — once in the seventh medalist John Tate aud South
front a shattering right to the Africa's Gerry Coetve meet
head, again in the ninth after a in Pretoria, South Africa, Oct.
Tit
halfslip — for his 32nd victory. 20 for the WHA version of the
and 23rd knockout withoui a championship.
Holmes said he plans to rest
defeat as a pro.
•
the rentainder of the year,
Shavers was. rushed to the undertake
A%•
three title defenses
ankli
Valley Hospital to have
1980
in
and
ultimately — he
Nick Swift (34 i glanced back at quarterback Rich Rollins in time to see this pass that went
doctors sew up ugly gashes hopes
— get a shot at Tate to
for a touchdown agaim. Caldwell County last night. It was one of four scores Murray High
around both eyes.
unify
the
heavyweight
used to rout the Tigers.
It was a knockdown, championship.
-I think Tate will win in
South Africa," he said. -Other
guys I might fight in the
meantime are Ron Lyle, Scott
Ledoux and Michael Dokes,"
Dokes, an unbeaten contender
.
from Akron, Ohio, outpointed
Jinmty Young on the acBy ALEX SACHARE
bastiman Ray Knight. Astros on Aug. 28 and took the "hut no one likes to finish companying-card.
AP Sports Writer
In other fights of the show,
Meanwhile, the Pittsburgh
lead to stay on Sept. 11. One of second. Its been a tough
There was no champagne in Pirates took a giant stride the keys to their
Sugar —Ray Leonard.•an
stretch drive season, lots of close games
the Cincinnati locker room, no toward the National League
has been the pitching of We played well, but we didn't Olympic gold medalist.
sereaming,-no horseplay, none East title by beating
retained his North American
Pastore, who opened the play well enough to win."
the
of the usual trappings of a title Chicago Cubs 6-1 and climbing
welterweight crown
by
seasiin with Cincinnati but
Pirates 6. Cubs I
•
-clinching.
two I.!znes ahead of the
stopping Andy "Hawk" Price
was sent to the minors for
PittsbUrgh
nioved
to
closer
The Reds , beat the Atlanta: second-place Montreal Expos, nearly 'two
months before the NI, East title behind the In 2:52 of the first round:
'..13raves - 3-0 ',, Friday night, who dropped a 3-2, 11-inning
rejoining the Reds in late July. pitching of Jim Bibby, who Wilfredo Gomez of Puerto
Murray High quarterback Rich RbIlins grimaced after being
sAuring theMselves of at 'decision to the Philadelphia
hit by a Caldwell County
Rico stopped Carlos Mendoza
defender during last night's 27-7 Murray triumph. The win
"That was the turning point, baffled Cbicago with a fourjeist a tie for the National Phillies.
snapped a three-game Tiger losto
Mexico in 2:29_ of the 10th
of
ing streak.going down to IndianapOlis," hit, 11-strikeoUt gem, Dave keep his WBC
.:.?.:League West title. But they
In other National League
super ',ban'..:fwere long gime try -the-time games, the San Diego Padres said Pastore, 6-7, who struck Parker provided the Power,
Second-place Houston dropped blanked the San Francisco out seven Atlanta batters and clubbing a two-run homer,
"We haven't clinched it, but
• -) 6-5 decision to the Los Giants 2-0 and the New York' walked only one. ".1 went 7-2
Angeles Dodgers on the West Mets swept a doubleheader down in Triple A and that's it's back in our hands," said
Coast, clinching the division from the St. Louis Cardinals 6- where I learned how to control Parker. No matter what
myself and be a big league Montreal does, the Pirates can
title for the Reds outright.
2 and 7-6, the secong game in
clinch the title by winning
pitcher."
"We'll celebrate tomorrow 11 innings.
their remaining.1W,i games
— 12 hours won't make any
The Reds trailed Houston by
Dodgers 6, Astros 5
against Chicago.
difference," said Reds third 10 games iin July 4. caught the
The Astros looked like they
Phils 3, Expos 2
would prolong the race when
Montreal literally threw it,
they scored four runs in the
game away in the 11th inning
top of the eighth, three On
With two out, Greg Gros-Cesar Cedeno's home run, to reached
third when hi•
take a 5-1 lead. But the grounder
skipped past third
Dodgers squelched their hopes baseman
Larry Parrish for at
with five runs in the bottom
error and left fielder Warre.i,
half of the inning.
Cromartie overthrew secon,1
Teddy Martinez doubled, base for another error. Wood!,
pinch-hitter 'Vic Davalillo Fryman, 3-6, issued an insingled and Von Joshua tentional walk to pinch-hitter
singled home Martinez. Greg l,uzinski before KeitiDerrel Thomas got a bunt Moreland hit a 2-0 pitch for thi
single to load the bases and game-winning single.
Garvey followed with a grandBut the Expos wert.r.r.!
slam home run. It was Gar- conceding anything.
vey's 28th homer and gave
"We're still not out of it,
hint 110 runs batted in.
insisted Tony Perez. -Th.
"We had a good year," said Pirates could lose tomorroi.
Houston Manager Bill Virdon, and we'll be right back in it.'•

No Champagne, Horseplay For
Reds After Clinching West Title

Announcing

DON'T
TEMPT
FIRE!

The Pillsbury Company is now
operating the grain elevator at the Port of
Murray and looking forward to doing
business in this area.

We would like to invite everyone to
Brannon, Dennison, come by and get acquainted with our
Grogan Win Flights manager Steve Smee.
In Club Tournament
We also extend a special invitaticin forall grain producers to come by and visit,
or call:

That's what you are doing
with overloaded wiring. It's a
potential fire hazard. Play it safe.
If fuses blow, breakers trip,
or lights dim, have a qualified
electrician update your home's
wiring.

West Ky. IM
Rural Electric
Cooperative
Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

Jim Brannon, Jerry Grogan
Robert Billington 4 and 3 in ti,.
and E. W. Dennison have won
semi-finals, Scott Seiber 4 arl,!
their flights as the annual 3 in the second round and A.
mien's match play tournament Jones one up in the first.
at Murray Country Club was
Dennison's victory in thi•
cimipleted recently.
third flight came with a 5 and 4
Brannon defeated Sam
win over Wally McMillan
Spiceland to win the first flight Earlier, he had defeated
after
defeating
Bob johnnie Gingles in the semiMcGaughey 3 and 2 to ad- finals, received a forfeit front
vance . to the final bracket. Jerry Berry in the second and
_Earlier he had eliminated defeated Ron Cella one up tn
Richard Knight in the second the first round.
round and squeezed by Burton
Iii the lower bracket,
Young in an extra-hold battle McMillan had reached the
in the first round.
finals with a 3 and 2 win over
To reach the finals in the David Graham in the semisame flight, Spicelanii
i only finals, a one up win over .lini
played one math, a win over Pickens in the second and an
Raz Villariova in the semi- opening round bye.
finals, after receiving a firstMike Holton earlier had
round bye and advancing to successfully defended his
the semi-finals on a forfeit match play championship
front Lawrence Philpott.
flight title by defeating E. H.
Grogan had a battle on his (Red) Howe, Jr., 2 and 1 in a
before • finally 36-hole battle.
hands
Winners of both the match
eliminating Gene M cCutcheon
1 up to win the second flight. play tournament and the
Earlier he, had defeated club's mc.dal play tourHolines Ellis 4 and 3 in the nament. held earlier in the
semi-finals, Vernon Cphoon 7 year, will be presented with
and 6 in the second round and their awards at a dinner
elm imated club president meeting in October.
Walter Jones in the first
In charge of this year's
round. '
14
match play tournament was
. McCutchenn had def5ated Holton:

474-2295

or

800-592-5409

no•r--•

"Need And Appreciate Your Business
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TVA
Short Shots

National Hunting And Fishing Day At LBL

it
t.r)

hat

I
hat
ent
aid,
ea
and

• Dan Roberts, Murray,looks over this display set up by the Kentucky Lake Bass Club.
Photos By Mary Barrow
Paul Black, Murray, had several samples of his work on hand to be viewed by the
public.
ammarniata.gentemaniw

Jerry Aloupiee

fishing tine
on hand to give out
Several members of the jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society were
information on bowhunting,.

5-

- _
anI. R. Littlejohn, LBL Conservation Officer, was on hand to distribute material and
Resources.
Wildlife
and
Fish
of
t
Departmen
the
for
swer questions

Here we go again with
another week of rising, falling,
muddy, clear water on
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.
The adverse conditions we
have had to endure really
would try the patience of even
the most calm fisherman that•
ever lived.'
I can attribute one good
possibility to the tremendous
drawdown of water from the
southern states of Tennessee
and Alabama. I am most
positive this is the reason for
the welcome increase in
smallmouth bass in our area.
saw 'ten smallmouth
caught last week and since
they are such fighters, they all
were released to give someone
else a chance at them.
I hid an enjoyable phone
conversation with Tommy
Phillips and discovered he has
been catching some nice
minnows.
on
crappie
According to Tommy, most
were taken between 10-13 feet
deep and in the morning part
of the day.
I am sure you can find a
ledge or drop off similar to
what he is fishing in the Blood
River area.
Sauger fishing remains slow

if you are going to try trolling. she said she had the answer,
A big shiner minnow should do Paul had a set of scales he
the job if you can find where used to weight all of his fish on
and Dale was welcome to take
the sauger are schooling.
Catfish are moving as long them and weigh his newborn
as the water level is rising but son. Dale rushed home with
they slow down on a falL Cut Paul's scales, placed the baby
bait and worms have been the on them and he weighed 261,2
pounds!!
best this past week.
HAPPY FISHING!
The water has cleared -a
great deal so maybe with a
little sunshine the striped bass
will start blasting the minnows on the surface again.
I have been trying to trace a
Officers of the West Kenrumor so it could be
Fur Takers Association
tucky
authenticated by the man
Chapter 12-A have scheduled
hiwself, but he has not been
at 8 a.m. Dec. 15 and
available for comment. It fur sales
the West Kentucky
at
26
Jan.
seems that when Helen and
and Exposition
Livestock
their
brought
Dale Spann
Center.
young newborn son home from
Anyone wanting to sell furs
the hospital neither could be
°f
sure of his weight. Dale, being-the
in
membership
a thorough man,said he would
association. The sales will be
find a set of scales and weigh
Terry.
by
conducted
his son himself. He went to
National buyers
.
Shoemaker
Jerry
Jerry McConnells but
also will be present.
had sold all of his scales so he
Membership cards may be
Maggards.
sent Dale to Paul
at the front entrance
obtained
They were sure Paul could
on either sale day.
solve everything.
For further information,
Mrs. Maggard greeted Dale
Earl Allen, Route 6, B
contact
at the door and said she was
Murray, or call 436210-A,
sorry but Paul had just left.
2686.
After listening to Dale's plight

Fur Sales
Scheduled

Deer Study
A study to determine the
nternal parasite load of deer
was recently conducted in
:and Between The Lakes
LBL). Biologists collected 25
.leer to count the number of
parasites (stomach worms)in
the abomasum, or fourth
stomach._
Ten deer were take,Q from
the Tennessee portion of LBL
and fifteen from the Kentucky
portion of the project.
According to Buddy Adkisson,
biologist with the Wildlife
Management Section at LBL,
the study will not become an
annual event.
The project was conducted
by LBL in cooperation with
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
and the Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency.
Carcasses from the study
were donated to charitable
institutions and other worthy
recipients.
New Road Policy
A new road policy is now in
effect in Land Between The
Lakes (LBL). The policy
states that "the operation of
motorized vehicles is permitted only on legal roads and
in the Turkey Bay Off-Road
Vehicle (ORV) Area. Legal
roads are marked by numbered signs and shown by a
corresponding number on a
map available free of charge
LBL information
from
stations. All roads not
designated by map number
and-or sign are illegal. They

are for official use only and
may not be used by the public
except for cemetery access.
Parking is permitted along all
legal roads and along those
portions of other roads and
driveways within 25 yards of
their intersection with legal
roads. However, blocking
access to any road, trail, or
entryway is prohibited."
For additional information
the • Wildlife
contact
Management Section, TVALand Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
or telephone 502-924-5602,
extension 286.
Bowbunter Rendezvous
annual
second
The
Boivhunter Rendezvous
sponsored by TVA and the
Bowhunting and Conservation
Division of the National Field
Archery Association will be
October 6-13 at Rushing Creek
Campground.
The rendezvous was five
basic objectives: hunting,
marksmanship, discussion of
bowhunting techniques and
principles, demonstration and
discussion of equipment, and
fellowship. Bowhunters will
also be able to compete in
tests of skills during this
special program.
Preregistration forms and
detailed information on the
rendezvous may be obtained
National
writing
by
Bowlninter Rendezvous, TVALand Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
telephone 502-924-5602, extenqinn ?41

Terry Orr, Murray, brought in this 75 pound doe Sunday,
September 23 from Henry County, Tenn. Orr was using a;
55 lb. Bear Bow and took the deer from 30 yards.

UNCLE TOM'S GUN WORKS
Custom Stock Work,
Refinishing,
Bluing,

their skill with a
Mike McLemore,far right,looks on as two of the judges demonstrate
Alliance.
Waterfowl
Kentucky
the
by
sponsored
contest
calling
duck
the
duck call at
•

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Compliments
Of

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore
753-5142

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

and Earl Fergurson have been
What is it? It will be a floating duck blind. Dan Gardner
finished the blind will working on their blindlor..about two and a half months. When
iron,360 ft. 1%"
channel
ft.
164
have
will
it
pounds,
9000
have enough notation tolloat
welding rods. The
pounds
60
and
steel
flat
Y."
pounds
iron,
60
angle
1/2"
ft.
132
tubing
self contained, including
blind will be 12 ft. wide, 27 ft. long and will be completely
l
_
aloliet
And
stave
:
_ etcgic,
••••

753-4111

Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide ServicerCovered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

(5021474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

Scope & Sight Installation
41/2 Miks East of Murray
On Hwy. 280(Pottortowo Rd.)
436•2505

,Azasaasaaaaa••••••easimataWalThealkaasseg
•
•
6 a
•
•
•
dos
•

••
•
••
•••
•••
•

•

Thornton
Body
shop

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

753-7404

753-6448

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Barkley Teal Hunt Is

No

Warm-Up For Canadian Trip
41.1,
During my years as a
•—
atcrfowler I've had a dream
to see the north Country. I've
always wanted to cross the
border of Canada and journey
up to the prairie and pothole
country, to the land I've read
)
so often about and which
means so muyeh to the sport
The top six point holders for the year of the Murray Bass
Connell. These men will have a fish off to decide the top
.„
which means so much to
Club are left to right, Graves Morris, Neil Stubblefield, Lyle
isherman of the year in the club.
has
Going
been a dream _only,
Underwood, Paul Maggard, Dale Spann and Ierry McPhoto By Mary Barrow
however, since time and funds
• t
both stood in my way.
But this Thursday
••••••4111111■MI
going. Minting partners Philip
Sul ner and Don Buck got the
"
trio up and gave me a -go if
you want to" ultimatum. They
FRANKFORT, Ky. , AP , — trout slow; clear to murky to blur)_;111 slow on north fork
knew the answer before they
High water continues to niuddy, falling, one foot below along shoreline brush; murky feet a boy e pool and 68. .
. •n.
•' .•
Laurel — Trout sloWat night
hamper fishermen in some pool and 76.
to muddy,stable,29 feet above still and drift fishing night- asked the question.
vest
.
We leave Thursday from
locations although flooded
,•• •
Cave RUll — Musky fair pool and 74.
crawlers off deep banks, black
brush has proven productive casting and trolling medium
Nashville
and will spend the
Fishtrap — Bluegill fair off
for black bass and crappie and deep runners over creek small points and in inlets and bass slow on spinner- baits and da'y changing planes and
artificial
nightcfawlers
off winding our way northward:
fishing around state lakes.
channels and in timbered bays, c rappie slow around points, clear, stable,
three feet through Chicago and WinThe lake-by-lake report coves: black bass slow late stickups. clear to murky to
below pool and 70.
ticpeg, until we hit our final
from the state Department of evenings and at,. night on muddy, falling, one foot below
Philip Sumner heads for the boat with his bag of Barklev Lake bluewing teal. A cool
Dewey — Crappie :sic w to destination
Fish and Wildlife Resources:
of The Pas in far
spinner baits and artificial pool and 72.
September front had brought teal, widgeon, pintails and mallards down the flyway, an
fair over submerged 'cover northwestern
Barren — Black bass fair to nightcrawlers in timbered
Manitoba. The
Grayson — Crappie fair and around treetops and
indication that an earlier than normal migration may be at hand,
Pas, a town of around 6,000,
good on surface lures, buzz coves; clear to murky to ••ver subnierged cover, in
stickups, clear to murky to sits
astride the famed Cumbaits, spinner baits and crank muddy, falling. 1.5 feet above tailwaters trout fair, clear to
muddy,stable at pool and 72.
berland
baits in flooded brush; crappie pool and 72. Marsh. This' giant and we picked our way were any, would soon be on the
Twifilights of geese came
to
muddy, falling, one
murky
Nolin
Black bass slow on
wetland
fair on upper lake along brush
is
the annual stagitig downstream toward our wing.
Rough River — Black bass foot below pool and 70.
by, and we called both into..
spinner baits and artificial
Before Doti could walk back easy shooting range.
line; clear to murky, fallihg, fair on surface lures and
Green — Black bass fair on nightcrawlers in weedbeds. ground for millions of ' agreed-on hunting spot — a
But the
waterfowl before they' start pothole in the middle of an to our spot Philip and I had our only shots were with my
16.5 feet above pool and 72.
medium deep runnners along spinner baits off .points and clear to murky,
falling.
22
feet
-first:
their
chance.
instinct-led
We
island
were
both camera.
journey
Herrington — Black bass shoreline brush on north fork; banks, clear. fawning, eight aho‘
'near the 'lake's west
e pool and 72.
south for the winter. Hunting side. We'd shot teal there looking the other . way
fair early and late on spinner
More mallards worked in. A
season has been open there for during the special season two naturally) when a blue-wing large flight of teal passed our
baits and crank baits off rocky
three weeks, but we should hit years before. But- the choice buzzed over our heads and spread up without offering a
points and rocky banks;
the concentration at its peak. I was just a gamble. We were swooped down on the decoys. shot. Two more teal landed in
crappie fair around stickups;
-look forward to being back in a going hunting, but that wasn't Not stopping, he was gone the flooded grass a hundred
clear to murky falling, 13 feet
couple of weeks with a report the n la in reason for the effort. before either of us could get a yards up: the pothole, and
above pool and 74. „
and 'pictures of the journey-.
The stars were brilliant in a gun to our shoulder.
Dale Hollow — Walleye fair
Philip made a good stalk and
And then the air was dotted bagged both birds when they
crisp sky, dotting- the
-trolling deep runners off deep
Meanwhile,
Philip, Don and
blackness ,from horizon to with ducks, mostly woodies, flushed.
rocky points and banks; black
I had a lot of planning to do.
horizon and surrounding a several resident mallards and
bass slow on deep runners off
Finally it was time to leave,
Who was bringing what?,
pale sliver of a high moon. We a few infusion of widgeons and and we gathered the decoys
deep rocky points and banks;
Where would we meet to catch
laughed and joked and drank pintails. These birds were and iii it'
white bass slow on plunker
out to look for the
die Plane? What kind of
early migrants, and it was a bled we'd
f I 1 the cold air. This was how it
and fly in jumps; clear, stable
crippled earlier. We
clothes woultye need? Philip
signal
to
us that the movement idled around the bay but
would be in the North.
at pool and 72.
saw
had made the arrangements
down the flyways had started. nothing, and we were ready
Barkley — Crappie fair over
We
niotored
to
downstream
through a contact who runs a
Don
had
been
back fifteen
submerged
cover
and
sporting goods store in The far enough to our mark to cut minutes when foul' blue-wings leave,. But i spotted around a
dropoffs; black bass fair on
Pas and Don and I needed to out of the channel. Then at idle _again caught us by: surprise. dozen teal sweep into a flooded
crank baits over creek
meet with him to get the speed Don hit the slot-channel But Don was too fast, downing weed patch slime two hundred
Ky.
Lake
Bass
Club, Inc.
channel
dropoffs;
in
yards away. If we'd position
that led to the back side of our
details.
the last bird on the outside of
tailwaters catfish slow to fair;
Mayfield
Bass
Club,
Inc.
And what betterway is there prescribed island. Down the the decoys. I urged Luther Out the boat right and then cut off
murky to muddy, rising slowly
the motor:, I suggested, the,
island, around the stump bed
to meet thaa-oa -a-dudy-hunt
for the retrieve, and instinct
at pool and 75.
Teal season was in, and Philip we knew was just under took over. The nine-nionth pup wind will float us into range.
Kentucky — Black bass slow
called to tell me to meet him water, into the pothole via .a iiiade a clean 50 yard SW1(11 for Don and Philip agreed it was
to fair on spinner baits off
worth a try. so we proceeded
•in a particular Barkley Lake natural cut. . . The water was the duck and returned it like
a
rocky points and in stumpBuddy Type — Individual Scoring
boat ramp at 5:15 a.m. We high enough to tduch the edge veteran. I felt like a dad whose with the plan.
beds: crappie slow over creek
And it worked. We got updidn't- know if there were any of a cluster of buttonball kid had just hit his first Little
channel
dropoffs;
in
wind, lay down in the boat and
bushes, and we decided the
teal
on
the
lake,but
at
least
we
All monetary proceeds will be donated to the
League Ironic run.
tailwaters catfish fair, sauger
floated for 201 Minutes. The
, ould go through the motions spot would make a perfect
Fifteen minutes later four ducks fed with no
slow to fair; Clear to murky to
natural
apblind.
Telethon
for
Crippled
of throwing out decoys,
Children
teal came in, and we shot two. prehension, and we
muddy, falling slowly, 1.5 feet
came
up
loading guns, blowing calls
The wind wis checked, the A third faltt.• of1 out over the
below pool and 73.
shooting at 30 yards. Four
and just getting worked up in dozen decoys dropped out, the island and gli
rown sonic
Cumberland — Crappie fair
PRIZES INCLUDE — T.V. Set - Domed by ,blorra YV, MoYheld
.!eneral for what was to come boat emptied of guns and two hundred ya.. away. We more teal were added to the
4 New Twos (Auto) - Donemy,,,K; Akeeml
still au&drift fishing minnows
swyttx. Pxo,x.ok xr
in Canada.
folding stools. Also along on decided to try to find him on bag.
Boron Fishing Rod
5500C - Donated by Bert P,o Shop, bfrylNed, yy
over dein cover; black bass
Then it was back to a
morning felt com- his first hunt was my _young_ the wirlout.
mut Many Othof PrIzse
The
_
slow still fishing crawfish off
favorite
restaurant for breakfortably like autumn. I wore Labrador,
Luther.
He
Prizes will be awarded in the form of mdse, certificates
A . big flight of widgeons
points during the day, on
long sleeves under my splashed through the shallows landed in the decoys,' and fasr We Made final plans for
surface lures early and late
our trip, chugged coffee and
coveralls, and when we with puppy abandon, not
when they realized something sniacked away eggs
and on spinner baits and arand
launched the boat and turned understanding.
the
was fishy, they left in a hurry. biscuits and jam.
tificial nightcrawlers at night
up the river in the darkness, I significance or the importance But remaining behind on the
off deep rocky points and
It'll be hard to wait 101
would have welcomed another in his life of what he was water were two pintails, not
banks; in tailwaters.trout fair,
Thursday and our first view cif
jacket.
doing.
yet in fall plumage. They:
Time of Tournament will be announced at check in
clear to murky, stable, 16 feet
The water was high, thanks
Don ran the boat around the swani around curiously in- Cumberland Marsh. Barklt.
below timberline and 72.
Lake had given us an apto Hurricane Freddie,and we island as Philip and I pushed
ENTRIES TO: TELETHON BASS TOURNAMENT
specting the fakes. They were Twtizer .of the
2 oz. Ponalty par &pod llzh.
Buckhorn — Catfish fair still
coming
could see shadow-like logs back into the bushes. The
Route 1, Box 478
young and straight off the
fishing nightcrawlers off
All fish will be checked by Biolotish
HARDIN KY
floating in the current. Don • eastern sky was showing us prairies. Maytx. Cumberland waterfowl hunt, and' now
42048
--crapitie.slow_ —
were ready for the man
- • dawn, and the birds ff there Marsh?
• ,
over deep cover: in tailwaters
-

Fishing Report

TELETHON
BASS TOURNAMENT
Oct. 6,1979
Kenlake Dock on Ky. Lake

Co-sponsored by:

Entry Fee $10.00 per person

CHECKAN TIME : 5:00 a.m. to 6:30 a.m. Oct. 6
ENTRY DEADLINE - 6:30 a.m. Oct. 6
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SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
•
Sunday 1-6

1

Storey's

Food Gin!

Open 7 Days A Week
I Hwy.641 se.
g a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

apn Holiday Travel,Inc

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
ciii

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

Hooks Wheel Alignment

DON McCLURE
GRAYSON
Take 94 East out ot Muccay tor 2 codes TurnMcCLURE
r,ght oo 280

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th

Follow 280 for 7 miles post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop Into PanoratroPand follow blacktop to your right

Telephone,502-436-5483

MRRItER OUTBOARDS

WATSON'S
Fish Market
759-1208

4

Shipwash
Boat'N' Motor
203 E. Main

KlNo VALUES]

Check rho Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept.

1511-11172

So. 12th. St.
'W.Specialue In Kentucky Lake Catfish)

Phone 753-8322
**

Sportsmen:

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Venture

lemma/.

Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

not
pr o
Pe

Hopes To Ease Centuries-Old Sectarian Hatreds

By ED BLANCHE
Associated Press Writer
DUBLIN, Ireland iAP) —
Pope John Paul II arrives in
Dublin today for a historic
three-day visit to Ireland, the
land of "saints and scholars,"
hoping to ease the centuriesold sectarian hatreds that
divide it.
The Polish pontiff has said
he seeks to . promote
"reconciliation and mutual
understanding" to herald an
end to a decade of bloodshed
centered in British-ruled
Northern Ireland.,
But the 59-year-old pope will
not set foot in the turbulent
province where nearly 2,000
persons have been killed it)

sectarian fighting since 1969,
the legacy of 500 years of
conflict between Protestant
conquerors and indigenous
Roman Catholics.
A planned sidetrip to
Armagh, Ireland's ancient
ecclesiastical capital 10 miles
northof the border, was called
off
after
terrorists
assassinated Earl Mountbatten, a cousin of Britain's
Queen Elizabeth II on Aug. 27.
This, many Catholics feel,
will lessen the impact of the
plea for peace the pope is
expected to make near the
border today.
The pope will be greeted
with prayers, song and
precious gifts by Ireland's 3.5

Get a $250 Rebate
on all Travelers

-- —

Get a $200 Rebate
on 100" Wheelbase Travettops

million Catholics. But there
will be hostility from many of
Ulster's
million-strong
Protestant majority who view
him as the "anti-Christ from
Rome" come to endorse
Catholic supremacy in
Ireland.
John Paul's mission is
pastoral and peaceful. But it is
being blanketed in the biggest
security operation mounted in
the Irish Republic since the
state was founded Dec.6,1921,
with independence from
Britain.
Armed government agents
will shadow him wherever he
goes. Three. helicopters
carrying bodyguards will
flank his craft as he flies
around the country. The Irish
air force has said it will shoot
down any unauthorized planes
that enter corridors reserved
for the papal aircraft.
The twisting 300-mile border
with the North will be virtually sealed to block feared
attacks
by
Protestant
"loyalist" terrorists to disrupt
the controversial visit, the
first by a pope to Ireland.
The Aer [Angus jumbo jet
carrying the pope from Rome
will be met by four Irish jet
fighters -off the coast south of
Dublin, and the plane is expected to make a pass over
Dublin's rambling Phoenix
Park where an estimated 1
million
pilgrims
have
gathered for an open-air papal
Mass at noon.
•
Frorn Phoenix Park, the
pope will fly to Drogheda, 30
miles north of Dublin to
preside over a Liturgy of the
Word, or scripture reading,
before an expected 200,000
pilgrims.
More than half of them will
be northern Catholics who will
stream south for a sight of the
pontiff. Drogheda, 30 miles
from the border, will be -the
nearest the pope gets to the

Gregory,D. Clark
Completes Food
Service Course
ave.
coyS
r the
. We
saw
y to
nd a
ed
dred
ition
t off
the,

And you can bet your IH Dealer is dealin'IHe s
getting set for 1980 So hell dicker Hell haggle
Hell even listen to reason
You II be getting the best four-wheel all-purpose
family vehicle you can buy at a rock-bottom price
Rebate program good on Scouts delivered
September 1 — September 30, 1979 Available only
at participating Scout dealers within the East
Central Truck Sales Region

was
(sled
t upt and
The
ape up
Four
the

International Scout ,..
Anything less is just a car.

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
Hwy. U.S. 641-4 Miles South

Murray, Ky. 753-1371

Marine Sgt. _Gregory D.
Clark, son of Raymond and
Linda Clark of Route 4,
Murray, has completed the
Food
Service
Noncommissioned Officer's.
Leadership Course.
The 11-week course was
conducted at the Marine Corps
Service Support Schools at
Camp Lejeune, N.C. The
course was designed to
provide students a working
knowledge of the latest
techniques of food preparation
and service, plus an understanding
of
the
Management
and
administration of mess facilities.
Students' instruction centered on leadership training
and the supervisory duties for
operating dining facilities
both aboard bases and in the
field.
A 1975 graduate of Murray
High School, he joined the
Marine Corps in November
1975.

II Arrives In Dublin For Visit
turbulent British province.
It is in Drogheda, where
Oltver Cromwell's Protestant
army killed 3.500 Catholics in
1649, that the pope is expected
to deliver his appeal for peace.
The church will produce
another historical relic of
Ireland's bloody history — the
preserved head of St. Oliver
Plunket, a Catholic archbishop hanged, drawn and
quartered in London in 1681
for plotting against the
Protestant english crown.
On Sunday, the pope flies to

=Galway for a youth Mass on
Bally brit Race Track and then
goes on to the tiny County
Mayo village of Knock where_
20 peasants claimed to have
seen a vision of the Virgin
Mary 100 years ago.
On Monday, the pontiff will
visit Maynooth College,
Ireland's main Catholic
seminary, west of the capital,
then celebrate another openair Mass outside the southwestern city of Limerick.
He leaves for Boston from
Shannon
Airport early

Monday afternoon to start a
week-long visit to the United
States.
After kicking off his
American tour with a giant
Mass oitthe Boston Common,
the Pontiff is expected to
make his most comprehensive
statement on international
affairs at the United Nations,
the original goal of the trip
when it was conceived.
According to Vatican
sources, the pope's address to
the General Assembly will
also touch on problems of

world hunger and basic in Des Moines, Iowa, Agit:
human rights — to work, to Paul will give directives 1.,0
food, to a decent home — U.S. Catholic bishops aØ
themes he raised during his major issues, includim
first overseas trip to Mexico.
abortion, priestly disciplint
On his way to an evening and the bishops' mission as
Mass a Yankee stadium pastors in one of the world's
Tuesday, John Paul will re- richest countries.
emphasize in Harlem and the
The pope will end his visa
gutted South Bronx the Oct. 7 in Washington, wherehs
church's concern for inner will talk with governritente
city problems, a theme of his congressional and judicial
periodical visits to working leaders at the White Houst
class parishes in Rome.
and then meet privately with
After a whirlwind stop in President Carter and his
Philadelphia and a brief stop family.
K mart's Advertised
Merchandise Policy
11..r.
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THE SAVING PLACE

RICE BREAKE

Versatile
Polyester
T-Shirts

Our Reg 6 97

Pocket Calculator Sale
8-digit calculator with percentage
key and 4-key memory Save'

Short-sleeved classics
with the latest fashion
necklines. Save.

Bottogy not included

Our Reg. 6.97

Plaid Stadium Blanket
Soft, warm acrylic blanket in lively
red plaid 45x72". Save now

Similar Style, Full Fig3 22
ure, 40-44

Choice of
Styles and
Colors in
Shirts

Film Processing Special

Men's Sizes

20-exp slide or 8mm mn,R film 99'

3

7.

8-oz.'
SAVE

1-LB.
* DANISH HAM $197
In natural !woe
Our Reg. 1.24,
8-oz.'Salami,97'

Ham

Our Reg. 4.97

Men's and Boy's printed plaid
cotton flannel sport shirts.
Save
BaotyKsmAart.
nd

K mart Oil Filter Sale

Jr. Boys Our Reg.3.97

Fine quality filter in sizes for
- many U.S. and tofeign cars.

sale $327

Our Reg 547

Sliding Window Gun Rack
Installs in pickups. station wagons and recreation vehicles

Dinner
Chopped Steak
Platter or
Chicken Fried
Steak Platter.
*1.99.

Special Sirloin
Steak Platter,
Soup'n Salad Bar
and Drink.
*2.99.

With your choice of a
steaming baked potato or
French Fries. and Stockade
Toast. Good Monday through
Friday. 11 a.m. VI 3 p.m.

3
67
Our Reg 5 38

Two Corningware Dishes

Window Cleaner or Refill

Use in microwave and other
ovens Each is 7x478x1
Sidekick

12-oz • window cleaner with
spray pump or 24-oz refill

With baked potato or French
Fries and Stockade lbast.
Good every Monday.
Thesday and Wednesday.
3 p.m. la closing.

'Fl. oz

Now you'll love comin'to

FOR

Men's Crew Socks
Our Reg. 5.79
27
$
4
C'mon in for all the scrambled eggs bacon
sausage. hash browns. hotcakes biscuits and
coffee you want at
Only
Sirloin Stockade

Workman's Lunch Kit'
King-size, in rugged pi&,tic. With
1-qt vacuum' bottle

Orion' acrylic stretch
nylon in solid colors
'DuPont Rog TM

Our 48

70 Yds, Rug Yarn
3-ply Dacron" polyester
skein. Solid colors
'DuPont Rog TM

Our Reg 6 66

11.5-qt. Cooking Pot
For soups, stews. spaghetti,
morel Easy-clean porcelain
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Memphis State Music Faculty
To Present Recital At MSU
string division
at Memphis State University.
and a member of the Memphis
State String Quartet, is the
principal cellist of the Opera
Memphis Orchestra and the
Memphis Symphony.
A graduate of Indiana
University with both the B.M.
and M.M. degrees.. and a
Certificate,
Performer's
Spurbeck has studied with
Leonard Rose, Fritz Magg,
Benar Heifitz, and Bernard
Greenhouse.
He is a well known soloist in
the South and Midwest and
has appeared twice in recent
years as a guest soloist with
the Arkansas Symphony.
Spurbeck has also played with
the St. Louis Symphony,
Nashville Symphony, Illinois
String Quartet, and .The Swen
Parson Trio.

Cellist Peter Spurbeck and
pianist Joan Gilbert of the
music faculty at Memphis
State University will present a
visiting artists recital at
Murray State University on
Sunday afternoon,Sept. 30.
Their presentation will
begin at 430 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
immediately following the
recital of harpsichordist
Marie Taylor and violinist Jim
White. Both programs are
open to the public at no adnnasion charge.
Spurbeck and Ms. Gilbert
yvill play -Sonata in C Major,
Opus 102, No. 2" by
Beethoi.en, "Sonata" by
Debussy, and "Sonata in G
Minor, Opus 19" by Rachnianinotf.
Spurbel•k, who is coor-

dinator of the

410

1. legal Notice

SpureKk has twice been the
first cellist of the American
String Teachers Association
Orchestra at the Music
Educators National Con-
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6 Be ill
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
Sly look'
7 Dependence
5 Distant
8 Sober
- 8 Walk
9 Neal
Spoken
10 European
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13 Falsehood
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PEANUTS
WE WOMEN AREN'T 60INNA
KEEP QUIET' AN‘{ MORE
CHUCK! NO, SIR!

WE'RE RECRUITING ALL
Kltk/25 OF PEOPLE TO
HELP US ACHIEVE EQUAL
OPPORTUNIN IN ATHLETICS

NOTICE OF
LEGAL SALE
One Ill Used Caterpiller D8 Tractor, S/N

77V02369, as is where
is, for cash to the
highest bidder at the
Whayne Supply Company, 23rd & Greenup
Streets, Ashland, KY.,
on Monday, October 8,
1979 at 10 a.m. (local
time). Seller reserves
the right to bid.
Whayne Supply Co.

Bible study each evening or any
time by phone Free Store for
the needy all donations appreciated Bible Facts' 7594600
VT..

ferecne. He has served 10
years on the faculty of the
Sewanee_ Summer .
Center.Ms. Gilbert, a graduate of
the Julliard School, is coordinator of the chamber music
program for pianists at
Memphis State. She has
studied extensively in Italy at
the Academia Chigiana in
Siena and the St. Cecilia
Conservatory in Rome.
Known as a solo performer
and chamber music recitalist,
she has recorded for the
Musical Heritage Society. She
has performed throughout
Europe as a member of the
Philadelphia Piano Trio and
has appeared in concerts in
Lincoln Center in New York
City and Kennedy Center in
Washington.

mpeike et ono.'

yr.
Yoe *Hold coasider
CNIF 10Y-Alt-DII
FOODS
National Corp seeking in
dependent wholesale distribute
to join in in cashing m on
booming automatic mer
chanduang lndtestry
left to chance. YOU need no ex
penence. YOU do not sell, YO
make money' YOU MUST
mature and responsible.
vestment as low as $2,779 Wri
or CALL COLLECT. MR CAR
TEN Gorrnet Product.'
Richmond Ave., Suite 129,
Houston. Texas 77042 713r 181
2516.

POETRY AWARD
NEW
YORK (AP )

.'Sunrise," by Frederick
Seidel, is the winner of the
Lamont Poetry Selection for
1979. ,
The award is given for a
poet's second book, submitted
in manuscript form , by its
publisher.
"Sunrise" is to be published
in the spring of 1980 by Viking.
Seidel, who was born in St.
Louis and currently lives in
New York City, published his
first collection of poems,
"Final Solutions," in 1963.

LOOK WHO'S LucLe
JOST JOINED 1.1.1HAT'5 SHE
OUR RANKS GOING TO PO?

BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR
Ininetor and Nester SlefeiCe.
We Oise infleil evrto glass.

753-1751
209 S. 7th Street
There must be a
reason: Mothers get
special baby pictures
made at

Country Way Cafe', 1215 (past
Cherry Corner) Kentucky lake
Fiddlers, Shrimp Baskets (21):
-Liver Baskets, Golden Fried
Chicken. Call for carry out service, 753-9163
Free Store 759-4600

55 gallon drums

THORNTON
MARBLE
612S.9Ih St.

SPEAK OUT!!
Ikeda,

(HELLO, CITY HALL --- I'D
LIKE TO REPORT
A CASE OF
R POLLUTION
0

.0
a ill

476,
Synclkcate Inc

„is 4 oat

SARGE

YOU'RE
W ELCOM E,
CHAPLAIN

fr
:
if%
't4
„.t•
wan.
11044,A

HOWEVER, NEXT TIME YOU
TAKE THE COLLECTION I'D
PREFER YOU DIDN'T SAY
"FORK IT OVER!"

HE'S TAKING A
GIRL <DLIT HE'LL
NEED MORE
THAN THAT

YOU'RE MARRIED
YOU'RE NOT GOING
ANYPLACE,ANYWAY'

t
c a

PILOT

753-0849

759-4141
753-2288
753-NEED

Parents' Anon.
753-1792
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol.
1-800492-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
nearahe telephone
Chimney Cleaning
Time!

MAGIC NAT
7594878

DRIVE.
8)0 Chestnut
FAM3US FIESTA BURGERS
Cell n o,deri

IC go
153 7944

5. Lost and Found

ON THE SICK LIST,
EXCELLENCY. A
VIRUS. 1:" 4419
REPLACEMENT.
MAJOR CROT TA,
REPORTING

.

frayed or Stolen from
our home on September

dog's return or information loading to Isar
location. Phone 4362336 aftor 5:00 P.m.

6. Help Wanted

1

750 FAR,50
GOO.6E'r

; TO TRHE
I

OTHERS.

THAT'S
LAST WE
SE.E OF "
EXCELLENCY"

DUTIES: Under the
supervision and direction of the Executive
Director
and
the
Director,
Assistant
maintains an efficient
bookkeeping
system
and assists with administrative requirements.

REQUIREMENTS:
High school diploma
and two years' experience.
SALARY: Commensurate with education
and experience.
DEADLINE
FOR
APPLICATIONS: October 15,1979
RESUME
SEND
PURCHASE
TO:

AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT P.O.
Box 588 Mayfield, Kentucky 42066 Phone
(502) 247-7171 ATTENTION.
Wayne
Spencer
iseelevie

CONTD.

19.farm Equipment

27. Mobile Home Sales

Applications are now being accepted for full and part time
day and night help Apply in
person Southside Restaurant
Southside Shopping Center
Babysitter needed 21,7 days a
week prefer in my home Must
have references Call 4354150

John Deere model 4440 trac
tor completely equipped including monitor John Deere
21 disc John Deere model
7,000 planter with monitor
13' John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 row cultivator
John Deere 15 harrow, John
Deere 6x16 plow. John Deere
rotary hoe All equipment one
year old and in brand new condition Phone 489-2141
3300 John Deere combine
1975 model with corn and
bean headers Call 901-247
5335 after 7 pm
John Deere 6600 diesel combine, 1977 model, with
hydrostatic and flexible cutter
bar. 498-8650.
Tractor tires repaired New and
used tractor tires Get our price
before you buy. Vinson Tractor
Co. 753-4892.
VAC Case tractor 3 point hitch,
new back tires. $800. new
Ward's post-hold digger, $300;
Sears spreader seeder, 3
bushel, $100. 6 ft. Tandum
Ford disk. $200. Call 436-5536
after 4 pm

1975 Park 1.ila, 12x52, air
conditioner and furniture goes
Already set up $4600 43655.36

Clean-up and lube man. Apply
in person. lint Fain Motors.
Sycamore Street.
General office worker Must be
able to type, use 10 key adding
machine and have knowledge
of double entry bookkeeping
Send resume to P 0. Box 32 N.
Murray. KY. An equal opportunity employer.
Mature woman to babysit 3
month old baby in my home
Please call 489-2729.

CHEMIST

has an opening in its
central
Control
labratory
for
a
degreed
chemist.
Labratory and industrial work experience desirable but
not necessary.
Excellent benefits
nd salary cornmensarate
with
qualifications. Enjoy
pleasant living in
college town only 20
miles from beautiful
and enjoyable Kentucky Lake.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 32q1401Fay,Kentuc 420717'
Need dependable person to
babysit for 7 month old bat:
Call 753-8246
Needed truck driver Apply in
person at College Cleaners,
1411 Olive Blvd
Wanted swim coach for age
group swim team Mid May
through July 1980 Send
resume to Box 93, Murray, KY

22. Musical
Amplifier fender twin revert).
for sale or trade for camera
equipment. stereo equipment,
_etc...$425. Call 761-2826.

MUSIC LESSONS
Piano-Organ
Voice-Guitar
753-7575

Otayton'w a e awe
Hammond organ Concorde PT
years old moving into small
trailer, not enough room Cost
$9000 plus tax will take
$6500 Call 502 522 6542
Cadiz KY
Piano $100 Call 753-2286
after 4 pm
•

23. Extermmatmt

Cleanup shop. 30x60, and contents at. reduced I, price' 10
miles east of - urray on
HrghWay 94 Cali 474-2335
after(6 pm
\
Local' family owned business
for sale due to poor health Interested persons write to Route
5 Box 181. Murray. KY

13. For Sale or Trade
Will trade nice country home
located near Murphey's pond
on Highway 301 for acreage
211-864-2580

14. Want To Buy
Wanted to buy' standing
timber, top prices paid 4892334
Want to buy 1916 or 1977 Oatsun or Toyota hatchback Call
753-6760

15. Articles For Sale
For sale two 15" x‘ 8"7" unilug
rocket mags, two P215 75R15
glass belted radial snow tires
almost new, two G60-14 ScatTrac white letter tires, two 15
inch ET mag wheels- with like
new G70 Hercules Honcho 70
tires, like new, four GR7015
steel belted Goodyear tires,
mounted on Gran Prix factory,
Rally wheels. tour Pontiac factory Rally wheels for full sue
car, side pipes for Corvette
Phone 753-7393
For
kinds of Greeting
Cards, including large ship-,
ment of Christmas cards. See
at 1624 Olive or call 753-1712
,after 4 pm.

Hon*Furnishings
Baby bed for sale. Call 4354327
GE
. refrigerator. one
Westinghouse refrigerator, one
Whirlpool washer. Call 7536316
Three year old baby bed. like
new, walnut finish Call 7591792
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop
642-8250 We buy, sell, and
trade

17. Vacuum Cleaners
KNIBY
VACIIIIM
CLEANERS
br factory authorized ports
soles and service call 1901)
642 7619 located at 102
W Washington St , Court
Swore, Paris, In

19. Farm Equipment
for sale: Case 660 combine.
IQ grain head and 402 corn
head. Call 753-0144.
Just received truck load or
truck tool boxes, standard and
• deluxe models. Also stainless
steel tailgait protectors,
$15 L.5 Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892.

28. Mob. Home Rents
Three bedroom, located at
Riveria Courts $160 per month Can 759-4496 after 6 pm
Two bedroom trailer. Waldrop's
_Nile( Court, 753-1690 or 7591536
Three bedroom mobile home,
air conditioning gas heat, 5
acres with barn Call 153-2418.

29. Heating-Cooling
For sale. 34 ton electric furnace and air conditioner combination. $315 Converting to
. gas. 753-0814.

31. Want To Rent
Three bedroom house any
school district will do repair.
Call 753-7543 or 492-8570
Would like to rent 2 bedroom
house in Murray Call 7530343

Ir. Apts. For Rent
Furnished one bedroom apartment close to University Call
753-7418 after 4 pm
Nice two bedroom apartment,
641 South Best references only 492-8634
One bedroom apartment for
rent, Lynn Grove. $80 per month, stove and refrigerator furnished. Kenton Miller, 753/874.
Small furnished apartment,
single only. Inquire 100 South
13th Street.
Small furnished apartment.
ideal location for college student. Call 753-5913.

33. Rooms for Rent

34. Houses For Rent

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

Three bedroom 2 bath country
home 5 miles out of Murray.
No singles, no pets Christian
couple preferred 1-53-1287
between 6 30 pm and 830
pm
Three bedroom house in city
Call 753-4065

711 3014

24. Miscellaneous
Baby bed. mattress, dressing
chest $40. Electric fireplace
logs $35. baby walker, $5.
stroller $5. small rocking
horse, $5: potty chair. $2, bike
rack. $6 753-1566
Complete electric hospital bed
excellent condition $300 Call
1-527-7026
Firewood for sale 23
Call,. 7538170
Firewood for sate Call 474
8812
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick.
we will deliver. 753-6107.
- Save 90 per cent on resale and
consignment clothing for the
whole family, at the Answer.
1407 Main St.,1 Benton, KY
Open 6 days. ciffil 5 pm.
Turn table, dual 1209, $45
Call 767-2826
Wood for sale Call 759-1260

36. For Rent Or Leese
Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent
Ideal for storing house full of
furniture. Lors, antiques,
business overflows, etc
Phone 753-7618 criter 500
P•m-

Office Space For

Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

25. Business Services

37. Livestock-Supplies

BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR

rent 70 acres pasture for
caft4e good woven wire fence.
Located on Highway 280 lust
off 121 South, 753-3625.
Timothy, clover, and Fescue
hay for sale. 759-1330.

Csrberetor and
Corepilizto Arto

Tenevo Sorwico,

Repair

753-1751
209 S. 7th Street

•

26. TV-Radio

38. Pets-Supplies

Labrador Retriever, AKC.
Stack 3 Mosbefs CB antenna.
females. 6 months old
terilalk teCitneda4ed Idexica„:--P-oredise Kennels, 753-4106.
New $150 now $75 492Two Beagle puppies, 5 months
8834
old Also and Ithaca SKB over
Wanted Responsible person to
and under shotgun, 12 gauge,
take up payment on 19- color
3 inch magnum, must sell
t v • warranted Also a used 25'
436-2805.
color t v Claytons-1 & B Music
41.
Public Sale
open til 6 pm 753-7575
Garage sale. Saturday the 29th,
8 am. at 2211 Gatesborough
For Sale
Circle off Doran Road National
Geographit magazines, some
Sylvania
old items and collectibles,
odds and ends. 753-8855
26" TV
Color Console
Garage sale, Saturday,
September 29th and Sunday,
with remote control, 6
September 30th 9 am til 5
month old $600.00
pm. Lynnwood Estates. 2 miles
. -Alsosouth of Murray on Highway
121
Many miscellaneous
Stereo Console
items. including 2 chairs, 3
AM/FM with 8 track
rugs, (one almost new), and a
$300.00
bumper pool table
Call 753-6531 ask for
Sore

27. Mobile Home Sales

YARD
SALE

1912 mobile home, furnished,
extra nice Call 753-5258,
1975 Mobile home. 12x50, all
electric, central heat and air,
unfurnished, underpinned shed, t.v, antenna. porch. $5/00
753-2538 after 6 pm
Two bedroom 12x50, located at
Shady Oaks number 72 $2700
Come by aftee.5 pm

4

12x60 Two bedroom, all carpet
except kitchen, central air gas
heat partially furnished Call
382.2713.

Rooms for rent, one block from
University. $70 per month.
753-1812 or /59-4909.

10. Bus. Opportunity

('all

MAC/IASI ARIA
DIVIIOPMINT INSTINCT

HERE'S A
DOLLAR

WHERE'S
CAPTAIN
tO6u,MY

489-2414

753-9332
753-6622
753.1441
753-6952
753-5362
7534131

BOOKKEEPER

LOUIE

1

Airport
Ambulance
Comp. Care .

Fire i City) .
Fire(County)
Foster Parents
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Com.
Humane Soc.
Learn To Read

6. Help Wanted

organic
An
chemical
specialty
manufacturer located
in Western Kentucky

It' YOU
NEED THEM

(44..11.E

In rt_2q
DAD, MAY I HAVE SOME
MONEY FOR MY
DATE?

BIBLE CALL
-The Reality of Pain"
759-4444 or Children's
Story - 759-4445.

Help wanted: order takers for
people losing their hair. Salary
Jobs. Box 27466, Philadelphia.
PA. 19150
Management trainees, needed
for growing fast food operation
Excellent opportunity for persons looking for advancement
at.bettering their future. Positions open in Murray. Mayfield.
and other locations throughout
the southeast. An equal opportunity employer U interested
call Ms. Englebert or Mr.
Wesley at Kentucky Fried
CWita,-feu appwurtment-. 1'800-633-5912.

it

THANKS FOR
HELPING
TODAY,

,,nti di Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

BOB'S

FOR SA1E

if

1929 1.1 nod

Storks Hardware

17tis. Female Doberman
Pinscher 2' 2 years old.
Black and rust color,
wearing chain collar. A
liberal reword for this

MMM
WHAT
PERFUME

_
IEETLE'AILEY

5it AL

Needline

CARTER STUDIO
7534298

IMUndeciFeettoeSyncArANOM

III

Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

MOW

(
(
,
7-29

It's A

2. Notice

Peter Spurbeck

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

PUT IT IN THE

Sat., Sept 29th

k7 AM-11 P11
67od Shepherd
Church
lmi1esSionNwy121
I illIV.01111(1 Ite1114, NAP

sale

Id

4
A,
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Garage sale Bedroom and dining room suite, desk, stereo,
bottles, tables 9 til 6. Friday
and Saturday, 1111 South 16th
Street

at
n.
p's
9e,
5
18.
Urto

fly
air.

53-

. CORRECTION
12x65 Mobile home on /
1
2 acre
landscaped lot...1973 Revere,
3 bedroom. 2 bath, fully furnished, washer and dryer included Central air.' Only 3
Yard sale at 1705 Johnson. miles from town. Priced for
Household items, clothes, toys quick sale, $12,500. Spann
Saturday from 7 til 5
Realty Associates, 753-7724

43. Real Estate
Assumable VA loan on this very
nice home in Lakeway Shores.
2 bedrooms, bath, living room
kitchen, washer and dryer
hookup, patio with gas grin
Priced at only $27.500 S!iroat
Waldrop Real Estate 759-1707.
Brand new 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
built-in appliances, city water
and sewer, nice size lot Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
-Bachelor or Bachelorette pad
located in Panorama Shores. 1
bedroom, ideal for single perIncluded is stove,
son
refrigerator, bed, table and
chairs, and curtains. Can't be
beat for $8,400. ShroatWaldrop Real Estate, 7591 707.
Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales

art-

Col INUIT
1 Li, No!,•

nt,
on.
for
nfur53ent,
uth

NLIT

1.; •0,:
;4,...
; • ;.
Nit
hree,,JoedFocrw il/
1
2 baths living room, kitch and den city
water and sewer, single garage
with concrete drive in
Westwood Subdivision For
more information call Purdom
& Thurman, 753 4451

ent
t,LJ

tom
nth..

ntry
nay. ,
ian
287 .
.30
city.

LAKEFRONT
PROPERTY
Beautiful
wooded
waterfront lot with
mobile home and 2
boat covered boat
dock located on
private cove just off
main channel of Kentucky Lake. Good
location and realistic
price $24,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753'222 for all your real
estate needs
tew
Extras, extras, and extras in
this permanent home in'
Lakeway Shores. New micro
oven, side by side refrigeratorfreezer with ice maker. washer
and dryer, 3 window unit air
conditioners, t.v. antenna and
more in this basement home
for only $37.500. ShroatWaldrop Real Estate, 759170/.
Excellent business location at
15th and Poplar Street Two
large lots suitable for many
types of businesses or apartments. In walking distance of
Murray State University. Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724.
For sale cleanup and body
shop, Stadium View Drive Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451

escue

AKC.
old
06.
onths
over
auge
sell

29th,
ough
hone
some
bbles,
rday,
nday,
tit 5
miles
ghway

•

1

For lands sake!! Imagine owning your own- mini-farm. 11
acres gently rolling with 4
acres in timber. Nice 3
bedroom
brick
veneer
home Priced in low, -• low
540's . Call John at 7531492 Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors,
Got imagination? This three'
bedroom. 1 bath home with
man9 extras is waiting for you.
With a little talent, a little effort, and a little money, you
nan make this- your kind of
.•ome. Brick exterior, priced to
'nove..Low 530's. Let Brenda
now you this home today by
.alling 753-1492 _Offered by
Lirett.a lobs Realtors.

n{P‘J

Boyd-Mojors
Real Estate
105 N. 12th

-••••

--ABITOF
WOODLAND
Just listed, neat 2
bedroom frame home,
situated on 4'12 acres,
mostly wooded, only.3
miles from city off
94E. Spacious living
room, eat-in kitchen
has new cabinets,elec.
heat, large back porch, outside storage
building. Modestly
priced at $27,500.
1 GAL.OF GAS
This practically brand
new 2 -bedroom cabin
in the woods is the
week-end
ideal
retreat. Completely
furnished, beautifully
decorated. Elec. heat,
air cond. all this for
only $10,500. It's worth
a look. Call 753-8080.

Call 753-8030

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR DRAFTSMEN IN OUR CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN AND ELECTRICAL DESIGN
DEPARTMENTS. EXPERIENCE NOT
REQUIRED, BUT PREFERRED. APPLY IN PERSON AT LINGL CORPORATION, HY 54 WEST PARIS, TN. EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

WANTED
Speech and Language Pathologist. Political supervisor of Undergraduate and Graduate students in
University clinic. Immediate opening.
Position requires:
Master Degree and certificate of clinical computance.
Prefer additional background in speech disabilities-or
reading. Salary 512,000 to Si 5,000 for 12 months.
Send credentials to Clinic Coordinator, Special Education Department Murray State University, Murray, Ky
42071. Call 502-762-446. Murray State University is
an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.

NOTICE

'VOUS

EMPLOYMENT
_OPPORTUNITY
grheri, Electric' Company;

us, 3
and a

in Paris, Tennessee, is acceptiRg
applications each day at the plant
guard house. Permanent jobs are
now available. Applicant must be
willing to work any shift. Excellent benefits and pay.
wow

52. Boats and Motors

53. Services offered
53. WINOS Offered
16 ft. Fabuglas boat. 85 hp
cleaning,
1974 Chevy C-65, 427 engine, Mercury motor and heavy duty For your chain link fencing Carpet
free
needs, contact Montgomery estimates. satisfied references
5-speed spicer with 2 speed ax- trailer. Call 753-4146
Ward Free „estimates 753- Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanle, perfect condition. 615-23253. Unica Offered
tog. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
1966
7404.
753-51327.
1972 Chevrolet, 2 ton, low Byers Brothers & Son-General Guttering by Sears, Sears conhome
remodeling
framing
Termites. You spend thousands
tinous
gutters
rnstalled
per
mileage, 24 ton hoist, 900x15
practically new tires, 151
/
2 ft. aluminum siding gutters and your specifications. Call Sears of dollars for a home but never
think about termites - they
nice wide bed, steel floor, extra roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1- 753-2310 for free egimates.
753-7411
362-4895.
cause the most damage next to
clean. Call 345-2681.
Have
your
drivetrayahite
rockAROUND THE CLOCK
fire. Have your home treated
1972 Ford pickup, new Building antl repairing barns, ed before bad weather. Free now! 753-3914.
Kelley's Ter
overhaul transmission. Call 30 years experience Call days estimates. Clifford Garrison, mite & Pest Control,
New listing in Hazel • bric
100 South
759-4620
or
nights
492-8910
753-5429
after
4-pm.
ce4.A-•"
492-8534.
veneer home with 2 bedr
13th Street, Murray. KY. Over
Carpet
cleaning,
at
Hauling
new wiring, and new plumbing
reasonable
done city or county. 33 years experience. Home
For sale: 1956 Chevrolet 2 ton
Has tnsulation as recommendowned.
dump truck with 10 ft. gravel rates. Prompt and efficient ser- Call 492-8704
ed by T V.A. Located on 74 acre
bed, good condition, $850. vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- Insulation blown in by Sears, Wet basement? We
make wet
corner tt. Nice large rooms
Phone 489-2189.
save on these high heating and basements dry, work completeGood retireMent home.or first
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- ly guarenteed. Call or write
1969 GMC, new 427 engine,
home with room for expansion.
2310. for free estimates.
live
Morgan Construction
tandum
with
new
leader
I
UNDER
Call Lopiso Baker. at Spann
STAND,8ROTHER F3ILLY.
BESS'S MOBILE Ken's
Lawnmower and chain- Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
THERE'S SOME TALK ABOUT D1S- spreader bed. 615-232-7404.
PUNT CARE
saw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast KY 42001, or call day or night.
Used car transport carrier,
POSSESS)NCr-WE 700."
1-442-7026.
service.
753-7400.
hauls 6 cars, all ramps in workSERVICE
Purdom & Thurman
ing condition, electric over
Licinsed
Electrician
and
gas
in•Wotering
BOYD'S
Insurande & Real Estate 43. Real Estate
hydraulic, single axle trailer.
46. Homes For Sale
stallation, will do plumbing,
•Fertilizing
Sq,a,e
REPAIR
AUTO
heating and air conditioning.
*Peet Control
Residential building lots House for sale by owner: 3 81595 or best offer. (502) 584Fruit Ned alignment home
Murray, Kentucky
0267
Shooting
between
930
am
•Trouble
and
Call 753-7203.
service, tire balancing we
Westwood Subdivision, city bedroom, family room, formal
753-4451
*Repotting
6:30 pm.
service lave trucks.
water and sewer. Priced from dining room, fireplace, natural
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
*Propagation
753-1751
51.
.double
lot.
Campers
Only
15
$3000
to
$5000.
Call
Purdom
gas,
efficient
service,
reasonable
Regular Visits
For sale 28x30 shop and walk209 S. 7th Street
minutes from campus. 153- Complete winterizing and
rates. Call Ernest White, 753492-8857 Or
/
2 & Thurman 753-4451.
in basement, both on 51
3461 or 1-443-9628.
0605.
repair on all brands. Winter
436-2667
Will lay carpet Free estimates
acres, 3 miles south of city.
_storage available. Hitches,
Call 759-1823 after 5 pm
Call 615-232-6943.
Kim Bess
Nice 2 bedroom, good location parts, and accessories. White's
Backhoe and fronThiee bedroom cedar cabin,
Will do house cleaning. 753north or town, immediate Camper Sales, Highway 94
loader work
tend
with
Shores..
Panorama
1996.
Can't get those small jobs
possession, $23,500. Owner. East, Murray,AY. 753-0605.
Free
done
Purdom
Franklin fireplace.
around the house or mobile
Call 753-9908 before 3 pm.
Will haul driveway white rock
For sale: travel trailer, 1914 home done? Carpentry, pain& Thurman 753-4451.
Estimates!! Call
and Ag lime, also have any type
47.
Motorcycles
Avion,
model
26,
in
good
condi- ting, plumbing, aluminum
Three bedroom, 3 bath home,
of brown or white Pea gravel.
HARMON &
CB 3601 Htinda, 1976, in good tion. Call 753-6134.
siding, patios, small concrete
Immediate
den with fireplace, fenced in
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
BINKLEY
condition, $650. 753-5677.
Overhead camper for- long jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
yard, city school district. Call
Occepancy
or'753-4545.
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Six (6) wheel A.T.V. with or wheel base truck, in good con- Carpentry service. Whatever
CONSTRUCTION
Excellent opportunity
Will du odd jobs: carpentry.
without trailer, in excellent dition. $600. Call 492-8515.
your needs, old or new, quality
6969
to purchase your own
Tired of a busy city? Come see
roofing, etc. Call 753-5648.
condition. 753-6278.
brand new home at a
1970 model 18' Open Road work. Call 753-0565.
this lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath
reasonable price. This
home with lots of fresh country
Yamaha DT-100-E, purchased motor home, 37,000 miles, Concrete and block work. Block
quality home located
air! Plusia 24 x 24 family room
new in July. turn signals. Never $3975. 8' self-contained garages, basements, driveways.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
in Kingswood Subwith built-in cabinets and book
ridden due to illness. Sacrifice cabover truck camper, $575. walks, patios, steps, free
division
has
3
or
small, reasonable rates, insured and
753-1566.
shelves...More details are
$500. Call after 5 pm, 436_estimates. 753-5476.
bedrooms,2 baths, den
available by calling Judy at
5351.
experienced,
Call 759-1176 day or night.
- 52. Boats and Motors Complete tax and bookkeeping
with fireplace, formal
753-1492...Offered by Loretta
48. Auto. Services
dining, spacious kitFor sale: 1978 Thunderbird For- services, Phone David Keller at
Jobs Realtors.
chen, attached 2 car
Two used G.T. radial tires, GR mula 18, Evinrude 150 hp less 753-8918.
garage and several
than 80 hours. Excellent condi70-15, Flexten 753-3081.
CARTER STUDIO
unique features which
tion. Call 436-5515 or 753do provide an unusual
BOYD'S
1432.
WEDDINGS &
home buying opHave-your home with
AUTO REPAIR
Custom Designed and Manufactured
PORTRAITS
portunity.
Priced
in
additional income with
Automatic Transmission
To Fit Your Individual Needs
upper $60's. Call KopFOR SALE
this older well kept 3
Service
753-8298
perud
Realty
753-1222
With Colors to Match Any Decor.
bedroom home with
753-1751
Good 15 aluminum runabout,
for all the information:
gas heat on a large lot.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
MI\
with 85 h.p. Mercury outboard,
2095. 7th Street
Hasa 3 bedroom,.1
comes complete with trailer, . Sears 753-2310 for free
For That Personal Touch See...
44i. Lots For1ale
49. Used Cars
bath mobile home.
estimates for your needs.
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
This large lot is
One acre of land or' more By owner: 1971 Chevy, air and
Raper hanging and interior
3 life jackets. Call 753-1916,
suitable for more
located at Coldwater. Call 489- power; 1972 Olds convertible,
painting. Call 437-4617.
ask for Karen, between 7 a.m.
2224.
mobile homes. Call us
air and power, 1973 Buick sta& 3 pis. 12,600.
on this investment.
6 to 10 acre restricted building tionwagon. Phone 753-6760
Herndon's
•
site. $1500 Per acre. Phone after 6 pm-.
Portable Welding
Ptlueger trolling motor
436-5574,
1978 Buick LeSabre, good con- remote, foot operated, 18
Service
Rt. 6, Box 154,
"Quality That Will Pleasedition, power Steering and 111
45. Farms For Sale
/
2, and 6 pound thrust. Ex
Murray, Ky.
brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM cellent condition. $85. 753
61
2
So.
gth
753-5719
Farm with nice 4 bedroom stereo 8-track, cruise,
753-9507
20,000
house, 30 acres with 17 acres miles. $4800. 492-8698 after 5 0891,
INSURANCE
tendable. Located on Highway pm. a REAL ESTATE
280 with city water available.
Has mobile home hookup with 1977' Cutlass Supreme, red
153-3263 ANYTIME
seperate septic system. Spann with red interior, bucket seats,
39111. Ilth 9
extra clean, 32,000 miles,
Realty Associates, 753-7724,
$4000 firm_ Call 759-1854
after 5 pm.
1. How can you make money?
SALES CAREERS
1976
Cutlass
Salon,
all
extras.
FULL OR PART TIME
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
$3250 753-9759-or 753-6725
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for safe.
Start a new career with the K.A.S.H. Team $14,500.
after 6 pm
2. Elow cay you save money?
to $22,500. first year opportunity with America's
1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic
fastest growing multi-media and specialty adANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
'wagon. Take over payments.
vertising firms. Company car and full benefits
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
Also a Man-O-War truck
package. Earn while you learn, while serving the
you have gathered together.
camper. Make an offer. Call
businessmen in your area with new Specialty Ad492-8861 after 5 pm.
3. How good a business person are you?
vertising Products of Quality and Distinction. No
1968 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door,
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
sales experience necessary, full or part time
327
engine,
$400..
Call
436Classified
Pages of the ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
positions available. For information write: Mr. Lee
5536 after 4 pm.
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
Martin, KENDRICK-ALLENDER ADVERTISING
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
CO.,INC.,777 Portland Way North,Box 729,Galion,
1969 Camaro. 307, V8
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
Ohio 44833 (419-466-5418) "OUR CUSTOMERS
automatic. Call 753-01884ifter
5 pm.
LOVE US,YOU SHOULD KNOW US"
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
1967 Caprice $300. Phone
4. What are the details of this sale?
753-4865 or
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
FOr sale: 1979 Trans Am, white
209 Walnut Street
with red interior, loaded with
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
still under 'warranty.
extras,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Call 753-8030. Price of
For sale: 1924 white Monte
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
Nespir.IL
coNsOevseca /SI 16113 ono day M wheocc Neftrf holik
Carlo, low mileage, 753-2810.
1975 Rao Torino, power and
air,' good condition. $1250.
1975 Dodge pickup, excellent
condition, air and power,
- -42',000--fiatit.-1199t1.-talt-103t
2595.
Southside Shopping Center
19f7 Grand Prix U, 36,000 actual miles. fully loaded, $4750.
is now open under new management
Call 753-9710
New Hours: "
1965 Mustang, V8. 289
Monday thru Saturday
automatit power steering and
brakes, factory air, factory
6 AM-9 PM
reverbation kit, engine recently
Sunday 7 AM-8 PM
overhauled, new transmission,
new tires, $850. Call 753-4419
after 5 pm.
Effective Oct. 1, 1979
1973 Pontiac 2-door Ventura.
7,800 actual miles. 6 cylinder,
automatic. 753-7523.
Reduced for quick sale, $1950.
1974 Chevy Caprice, 4-door, all
power, extra clean, good condition, one owner. 753-1266 or
753:3493.
Six cylinder Plymouth Satellite,
power, air conditioned, AM-FM,
A local manufacturing concern has imreally nice. 753-4027.:
mediate openings for Production Super1973 T_hunderbit.d, 410 De
-5. What do you gain from this sale,
/
visory 'Personnel, with experience in
extras plus a new set of tires.
Ans.
YOU
SAVE
MONEY.
way
you can lose if you sell the item you advertisa You save
There
is
no
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217.
machining and/or assembly operation.
money
on
your
business
advertising
and
gain
the advantage of advertising in the most wet!, read
This is a growing company offering outWant to buy: 1976 or 1977 Datsection of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determinedonly by the amount
Call
hatchback.
Toyota
sun
or
standing fringe benefits and salary. Send
of advertising you decide to do.
753-6760.
confidential reeume 2%1 salary
•
-•mot,„
•

ELEGANT HOME
First time-offered,
spacious four bedroom
home on large lot just
west of Murray city
lim00.
Extremely
well-constructed and
beautifully decorated
home. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
for an appointment to
view this choice
property. Priced in the
70's.

HELP WANTED

ies
re for
fence
just

43'---7
1:1111111.11111.1111,
IT

50. Used Trucks

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MARBLE

Thornton Tile
& Marble

IIVILSON

Make Money By Saving! 0

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
vo Adstrtut run three consecutive days.
po No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
I.NJo rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.
No. Days
No. Days
Total
Paid
Free
Days Run
1
4
3
2
6
8
3
9
12

NOTICE
The Southside Restaurant
753-5979

PRODUCTIO
SUPERVISORY
PERSONNEL

requirements to: Industrial Relations
Manager,P.O. Box 610, Paris, TN 38242.
An Equal opportunity Employer

50. Used Trucks

By owner 1978 Chevrolet
Beauville van 8 passenger, air.
Power, 16,000 miles. loaded
753-6760 after 5 pm.

TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS SAlf AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

LEDGER &

Frank Pace, 82,
Dies Today At
Murray Hospital
h raro
P e, 82, 501
Chestnut. died at 5 a.m. today
in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Pace is survived by his wife
Ophila Stalls Pace; one
daughter, Mrs. Joe Beatrice)
Miller; three sons, Willard,
...-207 S. 11th, Leon, New
Douglas, Ill. and J.D., at
home; one sister; Mrs. Gertie.
'Matheny; several nieces and
nephews; 24 grandchildren
and 15 great-grandchildren.
Friends may call after 4
pin. Sunda) at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.

Former Calloway
Resident J. W.
Thurmond Dies
J. W. Thurmond of Frankfort, formerly of Calloway
County,.died unexpectedly in
Frankfort Friday.
He is sur4ved by his wife,
Jean Thurmond. Frankfort;
three children and four
grandchildren of Frankfort;
three sisters, Mrs. Louise
Higgins, Route 1, Murray,
Mrs. Bessie Parker, Route 2,
Murray, and Mrs. Treva Hurt,
Route 2, Murray; and one
brother, Cecil Thurmond,
Route 1. Murray.
The funeral and burial will
be in ..Frankfort. The Harrod
Funeral Home has charge of
the arrangements.

Cathy Sue Wilson
Dies From Injuries
Received In Wreck
Cathy. Sue Wilson, 20, of
Route 1, Farmington, died at
9:05 p.m. Friday at Mayfield
Community Hostrital. She died
of injuries received in a car
accident in Graves County.
Survivors include her
father, Roger Williams, her
mother, Joyce Williams,and a
daughter,'terra Jo Wilson, all
of Route 1, Farmington; four
sisters, Wendy Orten, Cadiz,
Terri McCuiston; Route 1,
Farmington, Judy Glisson,
Route 1, Mayfield, and Cindy
Williams, Route 1, FarMartin
mington;
and
Williams, Route 1, Farmington.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home has charge of the
"aryangements which are
incomplete at this time.
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Students
at
Carter
Elementary School will be
reading as many books as they
can during the corning month
as their contribution to the
Kentucky Association for
Retarded Citizens' annual
Read-A-Thon campaign.
Already the students have
begun circulating pledge
forms in their neighborhoods
seeking sponsors to agree to
contribute a set amount to the
KARC campaign for each
book the youngster reads.
Beginning Monday, Oct. 1,
the campaign runs_ through
Friday, Nov. 2. The collection
period is Nov. 5-7.
Mrs. Forrest
Barbera
Priddy, the librarian at the
school, is coordinating the
program among the students,
while Mrs. Codie (Ruth)
Caldwell is the Read-A-Thon
chairman of the , Zeta
Departnient of the Murray
Wdrnan's Club, which is
sponsoring the campaign
'locally.
For each book the students
read, their signed-up sponsors
will have agreed to contribute
a certain amount, ranging

John Dale will speak on
"Settling Our Differences"
with scripture from Matt.
18:15-17 at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m, services on Sunday,Sept.
30, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
At the 6 p.m. services Mark
Pugh will speak on "A
Farewell Challenge" with
sctf ture fom Joshua 24:15.
This will be the last sermon
for Mr. Pugh who is leaving
Monday with his wife, the
former Linda Stubblefield,
and two boys-for work in San
Luis Obispo, Calif.
Persons assisting in the
services will be Johnny
Bohannon, Jerry Bolls, Kelly
Crouse, Ray Karraker, Roger
Rhodes,. Kin) Weatherford,
-Keith Farley, Chuck Adams,
Charles Lamb, Ricky Cherry,
Tommy Carraway, Max
Farley, Ronnie Sills, Jim
Ragsdale, Dale Chadwick,
and Joe Garland.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be,Bob Miller
and Gary Rowland. Celisa
Curd will be teen nursery
helper and Terri Roberts will
be special class helper.
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m. on Sunday.

• -.A Wedding To Remember!" will.be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday,Sept. 30.
Special music will be a duet
composed of Margaret Porter
and Larrie Clark'with Maxine
Clark as organist.
Assisting in the services will
be Dr. Clegg Austin, Dr.
Woodfin Hutson, Dr. William
F. Smith, Jr., Elmer Collins,
Dave Eldredge, M. C. Ellis,
Norman Hale, Leon Smith,
Henry 'Holton, Auburn Wells,
and Buffy Greer. Chichi'
Stinnett will be church visitor.
Sunday School will be at9:30
a.m. and Youth Groups will
meet at 5:39 p.m.

Rev. Steve Hale
Will Speak Here
At Grace Church

Angelia Billington, jumps into the hands of Robertson 2nd grade teacher Lashlee
Foster (left) and school bus driver Gary Martin during a bus evacuation drill. The drill
was part of a school bus safety program arranged by Willie Jackson, Director of Pupil
Personnel in the Murray City Schools. Students in grades K-4 participated in the
program which also included a film -Primary School Bus Safety" provided by the
Division of Pupil Transportation of the State Department of Education. Waiting their
turn are: from left, Devin Langley, Michael Rhodenizer and Jason Modglin.

Bible Venture Program At Mem

The Rev. Steve Hale will be
the guest speaker at the 10:45
a.m. services on Sunday.Sept.
30, at the Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray.
Special music will be by The
Sonshine Sounds, and by the
Church Choir, directed by
Leland Peeler with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
At the 6:30 p.m. services,
the ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed.
Special music will be by the
Youth Group.
Sunday School with Hoyt
Wyatt as superintendent will
be at 9:45 a.m. Nursery workers will be
Mary Brandon, Mildred
Burpoe, Wanda Hartsfield,
Nell Evans, and Louise
Bidwell. For bus information
persons may call Mrs. Verble
Ray, 753-7200.

41minister of music, will direct
The Memorial Baptist director on Sunday,Sent. 30.
the Church Choir with
Church, 10th and Main
Teachers meetings and
Streets. Murray. will begin a listening sessions will be Margaret Wilkins as organist
BibleVenture program with Preschool at 3 p.m., Children and Slpron Owens as pianist.
Dr. Earl Shoemake as at 4 pm., Adult at 5p.m.,and Don Rogers, deacon of the
Youth at 6 p.m. on Slinday; all 'Week, will assist in the serfeactters , and Sundlay School vices.
•
woryers-(fleeting af 7 p.m. On
(hUrCil
T aching with
Mopday
and ' Tuesday; Elbert Thorn• on as director
"When Methodist Christians Prescription for Sunday
Baptize" will be the subject of School Improvement at 7 p.m;
Holy Eucharist services will the sermon by the Rev. Dr. Wednesday.
Rev. Shoemake wilt also
be at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday. Paul Blankenship at the 10:45
Sept. 30, at the St. John's a.m. services on Sunday,Sept. speak at the 7 p.m. services on
Episcopal Church, Main and 30, at the South Pleasant --Sunday. Sept. 30, at which
Broach Streets, Murray, with Grove United Methodist time the ordinance of baptism
will be observed by the
the Rev. Stephen Davenport,
vicar of the church, in charge.
Kristina Kay Whifield. church.
The church pastor, the Rev,
Lay readers will be Frank infant daughter of Dr. and
Blodgett and Bill Kyle. Ben Mrs. Truman Whitfield, will Dr. Jerrell White, will speak
Moore. Samar Mahfoud, and receive the Sacrament of at the 10:50 a.m. services on
Jim Berchfield will serve as Baptism during the worship Sunday. Milton Greshani,
acolytes. In charge of the service. For special music.
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin, nursery will be Barbara Dr. Whitfield will sing •'Hold
pastor
of
the
First Garrett.
Thou My Hand" and the choir,
Presbyterian Church, will
Church School and Adult directed by Mrs. Lurine
speak. on "Give Us This Day Class will be at 11 a.m. on Cooper, will sing "Peace! Be
Our Daily Bread" at the 10:45 Sunday.
Still!" with Mrs. Olivene
A special slide presentat:
a.m. services on Sunday,Sept.
Erwin as organist and Tommy
and talk on the four Whitne!,
30. at the church, located at
Gaines as pianist.
dollhouses, replicas of
16th and Main Streets,
Sunday School will begin at
buildings on Maple Hill at the
Murray.
9:45
a.m. and
Youth
C. V. Whitney Farm in
The choir, directed by Lisa
Fellowship at 7:15 p.ni.
Lexington now on exhibit in
Slater, will sing the anthem,
Evening worship at 6:30 will
their .own building at the
"Prayer For A Reverent
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free feature a study of the Headley-Whitney Museum th
Heart."
Parables of Jesus.
and
Accepted Masons will
Lexington, will be shown b)
Church School for all ages
hold
Past
Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt
Masters
Night
on
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Monday, Oct. 1, at 7:30 p.m. at
Whitney on Monday, Oct. I.
the lodge hall, Highway 121
from' 11:30 a.M. to 12:30 p.m.
North at Johnny Robertson
at the Murray Wiituan's Club.
Road.
This special program is
Regular services will be
A potluck supper will be held at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. open to the public with no
John Dale of Murray will be served. Pins for 25 and ?0 on Sunday, Sept. 30, at the admission charge, according
the guest evangelist at a years of membership will be Sinking Spring Baptist Church to Mrs. Bonnie Jones, club
gospel meeting at the Nor- presented, according to with the pastor, the Rev. Billy president, who urges all inthside Church of Christ, Walter King, master of the Turner, as the speaker.
terested persons to attend.
Housman Street. Mayfield, lodge.
Prior to the program Mrs.
Ronnie Walker, deacon of
starting Sunday, Sept. 30, and
King said a call meeting will the week, will assist in the -- Whitney will be at the club
catitinm through Friday,
., be held Monday, Oct,8,at 7:30 morning services when house from 10:30 to 11:30;
oet.5.
for the Peflolcraft sPer-Cal niesic
by the to -autngraph eopies of
:
Services will be at 9:30 and degree; a regular meeting on Church Choir and a solo by cookbook,"Glorious Goober,"
4- 10:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 15,.at 7:30 p.m.; Tommy Scott, director, with which she has donated to the
Sunday and at 7:30 p.m., and a call meeting with Susie Scott as pianist and Murray Woman's Club to sel;
Monday through Friday, potluck supper with work in Patsy Neale as organist.
at $2.05 each with all profits
according to the church the Master Mason Degree on
At the evening service the going to the club.
minister. Ji)hn E. Hoover.
Monday,Oct. 22. at 7:30 p.m.
Youth Choir will present
special music.
Sunday School with Jim
Neale as director will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training
CKETS CAN
ADV/ .-c.
The University Church of
with Randy Herndon as
PURCh,ASE
D AT
BE
Christ will her Bruce Logue
director will be at 6:30 p.m.
WEST KY EXPO CENTER
speak on "In Million,. •
with scripture from I ,
11:1734 at the 10:30 ale
services and on "Guilt and
Grace" with scripture from
The Martin's Chapel United
Ephesians 2:1-9 at the 6 p.m
Methodist Church will hear services on
Sunday,Sept. 30.
Ctirtis Jackson, layman from
Assisting in the services will
the
Mt. Olive United
be Ernie Bailey, 'filbert
Methodist Church, Pryor- Hendon,
Roger ' Wilson.
sburg, speak • t the fifth -Tommy
Reid, Bill Boyd
Sunday wors i
ices on Hemp W.
Brooks, J. P
'Sunday,Sept.. ,at Ila.m.
--- Parker,- Ellis
Ralph Robertson will direct Richard Smith, Penntrirt
Bob Rai,
the choir as they sing "One Larry Dunn,
Sherrill Gargu,
At
Day
A
Time"
with
Ricky
W. H. Brooks, Larry'Vright,
Keep Thot Great GM Feeling
GM
Cunningham
Waist.
Cliff Cochran, and Harold
With Genuine GM Parts
Sunday' S
al withPat Grogan.
Robertson
uperintendent
Ntfrsery supervisors will be
will be at 10 a.m.
Liz Bazzell, Margaret Dunn,
• Following the morning JoAnn Williams,
753-2617
641 South
and Robot
servietts, a basket lunch will Parker.
'
Ai
'kW"'
-7
01
41111P
be servecLin the fellowship
"law 8140
Bible study will tit at 9 30
hall.
an.Sunday.

upwards to $5 per book, to the made up primarily of parents
KARC campaign, during the and relatives of people who
are,mentally retarded, mental
one-month period.
• KARC.is a non-profit, non- retardation professionals,
political, non-sectarian interested citizens and people
membership orgarmation who are mentally retarded
which promotes the interest of themselves.
The organization provides
all Kentucky's estimated
105,000 plus mentally retarded consultative services to local
chapters, as well as noncitizens.
There is an Association for affiliated chapters. It also
Retarded Citizens in every disseminates information
state, including 2,500 affiliated concerning state and federal
chapters in the U.S. and 29 of programs that could help
people who are mentally
which are in Kentucky.
There are approxipiately retarded in all local com3,500 members in the Ken- munities.
The KARC is recognized as
tucky chapters and more than
250,000 nationally. Meni- the only statewide advocate
bership in the association is organization concerned about
the legal and civil rights of all
citizens who are mentally
retarded.

First Baptists To
Observe Ordinances Rev. Toombs To
At Church Sunday
Be Mission Speaker
The First Baptist Church

The Rev. Dr. Toombs H.
will observe the ordinances of
baptism and The Lord's Kay, Jr., of Knoxville, Tenn.,
Supper at the 10:45 a.ni. will be the speaker at the
services, and the ordinance of Preaching Mission starting
baptism at the 7 p.m. services Sunday, Sept. 30, at the First
on Sunday. Sept. 30.
United Methodist Church.
The church pastor, the Rev.' 'Seri:ices will be held at 10:50
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will speak a.m. and 7 p.Fw---on Sunday,
on "Remember and Repent! and at 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. on
with scripture from Rev. 2:5 Monday and Tuesday. Breakat the. morning hour, and on fast will be served at the
"He Is Able" with scripture niorning services.
from Hebrews 7:25, II
Dr. Kay is senior minster at
Tiniothy 1:12, and Ephesians the Church Street United
3:20 at the evening hour.
Methodist Church, Knoxville.
G. T. Lilly, deacon of the Prior to going to Knoxille in
week, and Randy Sorrow, 1974, he served as minister of
minister of youth, will assist in The First Reformed Church of
the services.
Jamaica, N. Y., 1956-61, of the
Special music will be by the Shanda ken Methodist Parish,
Church Choir at the morning New York, 1954-55, and Union
hour with Wayne Halley as City Methodist Church, Union
director, Joan . Bowker as City, Ga., 1951-54.
organist, and Allenet Knight as
The guest minister received
pianist. The trumpet offertory his B. A. from Duke
will be by Craig Cole.
University, his B. D. ,from
At the evening Te-rvice Emory University, Candler
special music will be by. the School of Theology, parttime
Men's Choir.
graduate study at Columbia
Sunday School will be at 9:30 University
and
Union
a.m. and Church Training will Theological Seminary, New
be at 6 p.m.
York, and Ph. D from New
Volunteer nursery workers York University.
will be Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Church School will be at,9:45
Henry, Mrs. Billy Brandon, a.m., the UMYF Junior and
Mrs. Randy Sorrow, Mr. and Senior High will meet at 5:30
Mrs. Larry Ragsdale, Mrs. p.m., preaching service will
Jerry McCoy, Mr. and Mrs. be at 7 p.m., and reception for
Gary Lamb,and Mr. and Mrs. Dr. Kay will be in the social
Nelson Ford.
hall. all on Sunday.

Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor Speak

Murray Lodge Will
Meet Monday With
Supper Planned

Martin's Chapel To
Hear Jackson Speak
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